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Divorce hurts students ...see Friday Magazine
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Earthquake
razes cities,
kills citizens

MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet authorities rushed military surgeons and tons of medical supplies Thursday into Armenia,
rocked by an earthquake that
officials said virtually destroyed
several cities and killed tens of
thousands of people.
Armenian Journalists said a
Politburo commission led by
Premier Nikolai I. Ryzhkov
received preliminary estimates
that up to 50,000 people died in
the Wednesday earthquake,
which measured 6.9 on the Richter scale. Soviet officials reported thousands of people were
killed but provided no death toll.
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev cut short his trip to the
United States and flew home to
lead a worldwide emergency
rescue effort in the southern republic, which has a population of
3.3 million.
"Urgent measures are being
taken to help all those affected
by this terrible tragedy, and I
have to be there in this effort,"
said Gorbachev, who planned to
fly to Yerevan after arriving in
Moscow. He canceled planned
trips to Cuba and Britain.
President Reagan offered
emergency humanitarian aid,
Cuban President Fidel Castro

U.S. AID
aircraft
struck

pledged to sent construction
workers, and Britain dispatched
London firefighters to join the
rescue effort.
Soviet TV showed a clock on a
building in the city of Lentoakan, on the Turkish border near
the epicenter of the earthquake,
stopped at 11:41 — the instant
disaster struck.
The earthquake destroyed
two-thirds of Leninakan, Armenia's second-largest city with
apopulationof 250,000people, a
TV correspondent said.
Spitak, a town of 16,000 about
45 miles away, "was practically
erased from the face of the
Earth," the correspondent said.
Tass said half the buildings in
Kirovakan, a city of 150,000, had
crumbled.
A special meeting of representatives of all 15 Soviet republics was called in Yerevan, the
Armenian capital, on Friday to
discuss disaster relief.
Soviet authorities dispatched
doctors, engineers, food and
medical supplies to the area,
and helicopters ferried the injured northward to hospitals in
neighboring Soviet Georgia, the
Tass news agency reported.

BG News/John Grieshop

Holiday Mail
Rhonda Davis, sophomore education major from Columbus, sorts through the Incoming holiday mail at
the University's post office. Davis, who works at the post office four days a week, estimates that in the past
week the amount of mall received at the post office has risen 20 percent due to the holiday.

Sex harassment persists
category of harassment stated in the Student
Code.
This definition includes conduct which interferes with employment or academic performance,
or which creates an "intimidatKaren talked quickly about some of the Ining, hostile or offensive working or educacidents which happened in her sociology
class early this semester, as if she wanted to tional environment"
The definition of sexual harassment is
get the telling over.
ambiguous, according to Lane Aldridge, as"At one point, the professor was talking
sistant director of the Women Studies proabout a concept, and he said something
gram.
about the women in the class getting
"Sometimes people think about sexual
■knocked up'if they didn't think they were
abuse as constituting sexual harassment
skin-bounded.
"Another time he was discussing roles and rather than more subtle things like language
gave a detailed description of a woman lying and attitude, which are much more prevaon a table with her legs spread apart, anda
lent on campus," Aldridge said.
Karen said at first she did not see her
gynecologist coming in and saying someprofessor's behavior as constituting sexual
thinglike 'oh, look at that.'"she said.
Karen, a senior who asked her real name
"I would come home after class with a bad
not be used, said she had two classes taught
by the same professor, and similar remarks feeling, but I couldn't peg it. I was telling my
roommate about it one time and she said,
degrading women occurred all the time.
'You know, this is sexual harassment.' And I
Karen was discussing her experience with wondered why I hadn't seen it as that before,
even though I've learned about it in other
sexual harassment.
Although many people might not at first classes," she said.
After a confrontation with the professor,
see incidents such as these as constituting
sexual harassment, they fall under the third Karen went to Aldridge in tears.
by Judy Immel
special assignment reporter

Aldridge told Karen that, at the University, a person has to go through formal channels to have something done about the problem. She suggested Karen file a written
complaint with the Affirmative Action Office.
On Sept. 13, Karen filed her complaint and
dropped the class, which she needed to complete her minor.
On Nov. 4, she received a copy of the report conducted by Miguel Omelas, director
of affirmative action, the office which investigated her allegations.
Omelas concluded Karen had a right to be
offended, based on what she and other
women in the classes had told him. He further said the language problem needs to be
corrected by the professor and/or the department
In a letter responding to Karen's complaint, the professor involved said he felt his
remarks had been taken out of context and
the complaint was not justified.
In his report, Omelas also said there has
been a history of students a>mplaining about
the professor's language but no other formal
□ See Harassment, page 4.

Newsboys help needy kids
by Kathy Fox
staff reporter

For almost 60 years, members
of the Old Newsboys Goodfellow
Association have weathered the
elements to an effort to raise
money for area children to need
of shoes and coats.
This year, the 1,100-member
organization will "hawk" charity-edition newspapers on Toledo
streets Dec. 16, according to Bob
Wuest, first vice president and
paper sale chairman of the organization.
"Hawking is an old term people came out with years ago —

even before my time," Wuest
said. "You would have something (newsworthy) that happened to the afternoon and people would be on the streets yelltog/Extra, Extra.'"
The newpaper stories focus on
the organization's progress,
money raised and exemplary
members, he said.
Wuest said this year's goal is
to raise $175,000 from the paper
sale, topping last year's sum of
$135,000 which helped about
13,000 children.
Although almost 90 percent of
their money comes from the
paper sale, it is not the only

Frida v
Today will be cloudy and cold with a
30 percent chance of
snow showers; the
high temperature will
be In the middle 20*.
Tonight will be clear
and cold; the low
temperature will be
around 16 degree*.
Tomorrow there Ha 30
percent chance of
snow and the high
temperature will be in
lhemldd*«-20i

function the association sponsors.
"Last year we started a dental
program. If a child has problems with his teeth and the parents can't afford it, we can help
out" Wuest said.
The organization also gives
seven college scholarships a
year to high school seniors, he
said, adding nurses from the
Nurses Association in Toledo
visit area schools and notify the
organization about children who
need shoes and coats.
"Policemen and school officials will give us a child's name
and we get a voucher and help

them out," he said.
Also, if a family's home is
burned, the chanty provides
temporary emergency funds,
Wuest said.
The organization, which is the
only group to Toledo to donate
100 percent of its funds to charity, spends $40,000 for the donation of Christmas baskets to conjunction with the Salvation
Army, Wuest said.
"It's a lot of work. This time of
year I don't have much free
time," he said. "I will spend between 10 and 15 hours a week. I
would like to spend more, but I
just cant."

RABAT, MOROCCO (AP) Two DC-7s of the relief agency
U.S. AID came under missile attack Thursday near the Morocco-Mauritania border, and one
was shot down, according to the
spokesman for the U.S. Embassy in Rabat.
The attack occurred near a
border area where nationalist
rebels have waged a guerrilla
war against the Moroccan
government to establish an independent Western Sahara.
The area where the plane went
down is 650 miles southwest of
Rabat, the Moroccan capital.
The planes left Dakar, Senegal, earlier Thursday and were
bound for the Moroccan city of
Agadir when they came under
fire from ground-to-air missiles,
the embassy spokesman said.
Moroccan government officials said the two planes were
fired upon while they were flying at 10,000 feet to 11,000 feet to
an international navigation corridor over Bir Moghrein, Mauritania.
The embassy spokesman said
the second airplane arrived to
Sidi Ifni, about 240 miles south of
Agadir.
The planes were being used by
the U.S. Agency for International Development to fight the locust plague in North Africa.

Amnesty backs
prisoner letters
by Linda Hoy
city editor

Local chapters of Amnesty International will sponsor a writea-thon today to honor of the 40th
anniversary of the United Nation's Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.
Members of both the campus
and city chapters will be participating, urging students to
write letters to 12 countries holding "prisoners of conscience."
According to Mary Kuhlman,
president of the city chapter, a
prisoner of conscience is
someone jailed for attempting to
speak on his beliefs.
"It is just amazing what peo!Je are arrested and imprisoned
or," Kuhlman said.
The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights states that each
person should be given basic
human rights, such as the rights
to religious freedom, liberty and
free assembly, Kuhlman said.

jailed for his membership in an
anti-apartheid group ana a Turkish holy man serving time for
advocating his Islamic faith, according toKuhlman.
To urge a prisoner's release,
letters will be mailed to the
president or the minister of Jusace of the country where he is
imprisoned, she said.
"We don't always know what
good our letters do," Kuhlman
said. "It is one of the frustrating
things about this."
However, some prisoners who
have been subsequently freed
have testified that treatment
improved after their captors
received letters, she said.
Gygli said Amnesty International also strives to eliminate
torture and starvation of
prisoners in captivity.
"We want to make torture as
obsolete as slavery is and we
don't think that is a 'pie in the
sky'idea," GygL said.
Kuhlman said in addition to
better physical treatment,
prisoners can receive personal
consolation from the letters.
"Prisoners get a tremendous
S [ritual uplift from knowing
it there are people who know
about them ana are writing from
all over the world," she said.

Karen Gygli. graduate student
in theatre and president of the
campus chapter of Amnesty International, said although people dismiss what happens in nonEnglish speaking countries — no
one is safe while unfair imprUrging students to be conisonment exists.
"It is really awful what people cerned about the welfare of othC'rough. They are human be- ers, Gygli said "it is the time of
like you and I,"Gygli said.
year to look out for each other as
human beings. It would be nice
Among the prisoners the if people would stop by and write
write-a-thon will attempt to free a letter to save a life, she said.
are a 22-year-old East German
The write-a-thon will be held
imprisoned for repeatedly applying for permission to leave from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
Ms country, a South African first floor of University Hall.

News in Brief
Station has complications

Bands to perform for vets

Complications developed while the WBGU-TV
transmitter line was being repaired Wednesday,
forcing the station to remain off the air.

This Sunday, nine local bands will participate to
"Holiday Jam '88," a benefit concert for Toledo's
Chapter 35 of Vietnam Veterans of America.
The benefit will begin at 3 pan. at Klpp's West,
located at Secor Road and Sylvania Avenue to
Toledo.
Terri May, manager of the Georgia Peach Band,
said toil is a yearly benefit to help Vietnam Veterans and their families at Christmas.

Paula Davis, director of public information for
WBGU, said there was additional arcing to the
line, f orctag repairmen to take apart the remaining 1,000 feet of the transmission line to be cleaned.
She said the station should be on the air by today: it has been down since Tuesday.

-bylnaQngat

According to Karen 1
button, the funds raised will be used to help veterans and their families with clothing for children |
and food.
Bands participating to the benefit include:
Emerald Sky, Hot Lix, Blue Front Persuaders, the
Frankie Charles Band, Up For Grabs, the Extreme, the Georgia Peach Band, Matthew Todd
and Sweet Talker, and the Nutones.
A donation of $5 will be collected at the door,
"The Chanter 35 is struggling to stay alive be- which opens at 2 p.m.
iuaetheyare^g<>veriiSSnt^^
«v./van Grojer
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Who gets the candy
cane or lump of coal?
As the Christmas shopping season is in full
force, The BG News staff has a gift list of its
own. We've been doing Santa's work for him,
watching who has been naughty and nice, and giving candy canes to the good and lumps of coal to
those who haven't been.
To the Undergraduate Student Government we
give a candy cane for registering many students to
vote, but we must give them a lump of coal for not
submitting 21 of them on time. This was the largest
voter-registration foul-up in the state this year and
they weren't aware of it until a BG News reporter
told them, something that earns them a pile of coal.
USG earned itself another lump of coal when it
closed some of the polls early during its district
election. This prevented some students from casting ballots and allowed one candidate to win by receiving only one vote, which wasn't even his.
However, we will give USG a second candy cane
for initiating traveling meetings in their "Discover
USG" program.
....„*
To the 160 freshmen women who had to endure
"temporary housing" for the first part of this
semester, we give candy canes, but several lumps
of coal go the Housing and Admissions Offices for
refusing to accept responsibility for the overbooking fiasco.
We give a candy cane to Chris Barosh for braving
the weather to protest the class registration system
by chaining himself to a tree in the Union Oval, and
we give another to his roommate, Anthony Schafer,
for sticking it out with him.
University President Paul Olscamp is the recipient of a candy cane this year for continuing his
open forums, which provide an important arena for
dialogue between students and administration.
Lumps of coal, however, go to the students who
complain Olscamp is inaccessible, but have never
attended a forum.
In the city, we award a lump of coal to owners of
the two Bowling Green movie theaters for refusing
to show the controversial film "The Last Temptation of Christ."
And since the election provided plenty of headlines, we feel compelled to include George Bush and
Mike Dukakis on our gift list. For their dirty, mudslinging campaign for the Oval Office they both earn
enough coal to keep them warm all winter.
Speaking of campaign topics, we give a candy
cane to local and county officials and University
students for bringing President Reagan to town in
October. However, lumps of coal go to the public
address system at the speech that made it difficult
for the audience to hear and to the people who confiscated protest signs at the entrance.
Other news-makers who get candy canes are Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev for their continued
efforts at promoting peace between the superpowers, although his visit had to be cut short; and
the inspirational Soviet, Canadian and American
rescuers who battled to save a three whales
trapped in the ice.
But back to campus. We give a candy cane to Bill
Bess for taking action to help the Campus Escort
Service extend its hours and pay its escorts, but a
lump of high-sulfur coal to all administrators responsible for spending $600,000 on the construction
of an information center, which forced Parking
Services to go into debt $200,000.
More lumps of coal go to Telecommunications for
making it difficult for off-campus students to make
long-distance calls from campus and to the University parking situation in general.
The Board of Trustees earned at least a bag of
Starlite mints for having the insight to place a road
block on Ridge Street during the day, however, a
lump of coal goes to everyone who's ever busted
through the gate.
Also, a candy cane goes to University Activities
Organization tor bringing an alternative-music
group like UB40 to campus.
In the great wide world of athletics, the BG News
sports staff awards both candy canes and lumps of
coal to Moe Ankney, Gary Palmlsano and Denise
Van De Walk, because they worked hard, but failed
to win the big games this year. Candy canes go to
Jim Larranaga and Fran Voll for their early season
successes.
However, the officials at the Student Recreation
Center earned themselves several candy canes for
their efforts to handle the hair-loss problems in
their pools.
Ana, L"JC but certainly not least, to Dodgers pitching ace and University alumnus Orel Hershiser we
give a bag of candy canes and a standing ovation
for making his alma mater proud.

■w eov WITH m MMWPOUR OUST LZFT AMP SAIP 75
STICK HIM t/mWBIU,,!,
ALAN TRACEY

J2L Humor can be found in news stories
Well, the semester's almost
over, which will leave us all
looking forward to next semester. Oh, the drop-add lines, the
line for books, people being
dropped from classes ... boy, I
can hardly wait.
But seriously, one thing I love
about the beginning of semesters is that when you wake up in
the morning after a night out,
it's not a question of if you're going to skip any classes today, it's
a question how many you're going to skip. (Just kidding Mom.)
You know one thing that really
irritates me is when you go to
these fast food restaurants and
they always say, "Would you
like fries with that order?"
HEY! IF I WANTED FRIES, I
WOULD HAVE ASKED FOR
THEM!!
The other day I heard
someone say, "Man, that's cool
as hell." Exactly how cool is
hell?
Why is it everytime I bite into
one end of a cherry doughnut all

the jelly flies out the other end?
Lately I've beard some things
that have been very distressing
to me. A number of people have
approached me sayinglhat they
find my article funny. That's not
the distressing thing ... I find
most people that approach me
funny.
The distressing thing is that
they say they only read the
paper when my column is in
there. Now that's distressing.
Not just because they don't care
enough about the world around
them to read the paper more
often, but because they can't see
the humor in the paper on a
daily basis.
Here's a few examples. Take
this John Newlove incident. He
was found guilty of violating 166
city housing codes which could
have given him a fine of well
over $19,000. And the courts really let the hammer fly, fining him
a whopping $3,876.
Are you kidding me? That's

less than $13 a violation. I pay
more than that for the court
costs of a speeding ticket! But
what's really a credit to the judical system is that he made
more than the $3,876 he was
fined, stuffing six people into a
shoebox for the last year. So he
was found guilty and made
money off it. Is this America or
what?! I love it!
I'm really having a problem
understanding those people who
are starving themselves to
Krtest world hunger. Is that
e shooting yourself to protest
gun control?
And how about this guy who
chained himself to a tree to
protest the drop-add line. Now
don't get me wrong, I think it's
great that he stood for this issue
(pardon the pun). I think more
people should do it. I can hear
the excuses already. "Yeah,
well, I know the paper was due
and I missed the last week of

classes, but I thought I'd chain
myself to a tree for a few days."
What about the editorial concerning students stealing street
signs? This one reasoned that it
wasn't very nice to steal street
signs since tourists wouldn't
know their way around and
police and fire vehicles might
get lost. Give me a break... How
many people do you know who
could possibly get lost in BG?
What are there ... 14 streets
total?
To wish the Greeks a Merry
Christmas I decided I wouldn't
make any comments on them
this week at all. (That and all
the death threats were really
getting annoying.)
Well, it's finally Christmas
time. The only time of the year
when the sale items are still $10
more than they usually are!
Tracey is a junior product
procurement major.

CRAIG HERGERT "OUT OF WHACK99

Adolf Hitler was not a Russian leader
that it was an informal test and ence. I believe that if they want
gram's position was that the
majority of America's high that their performance on it to get a firmer grasp on what's
school students graduate with- would in no way affect their come before them and on what
places lie outside of Ohio, they
out learning what they need to grade in the class.
can and they will.
know.
The program supported its
Out of 75 students, one got an
For their position essay, I had
point convincingly. In compar- 80 percent, and four scored
ison with 12 other countries, higher that 70 percent. The rest my students call attention to the
Walters observed, American ranged from 68 percent to 40 problem of a lack of what ED.
Hirsch calls "cultural literacy"
high school students rank ninth percent.
— the possession of the basic Inin physics, eleventh in chemAs in the Walters special, formation needed to thrive in the
istry and dead last in biology.
The results of a test admin- there were particular responses modern world. I suggested they
istered to 200 seniors on the day that were hard not to take note address either an audience of
of the program were also fright- of. One student identified Har- high school students or of Bowlening. Less than half of the stu- riet Tubman as a former presi- ing Green college students.
dents tested knew what apart- dent of the United States. AnThat the latter could afford to
heid was. Half couldn't locate other student identified Adolf
the District of Columbia on a Hitler as a Russian leader. And pay attention to this topic was
world map. Seventy percent of another correctly identified made clear to me a couple of
the students tested didn't know Charlie Chaplin as a film come- weeks after I gave this assignwhat Chernobyl was: one dian, but put him In the 17th cen- ment. As a moderator for a
tury.
round in the UAO-sponsored
thought it was Cher's full name.
"Man-on-the-street" style inThe geography section pro- "College Bowl" competition. I
terviews with high school students were sprinkled throughout vided more of the same. Several asked what epic poem about the
the special, each one more students put Camp David in Is- suffering, death and resfrightening than the last. The rael. One put Jerusalem in Rus- urrection of Christ has the same
most alarming of all?: In re- sia. Another put Leningrad in name as the more famous work
sponse to the question, "What Canada. All 75 percent, by the by the composer Handel. One
was the Holocaust?" a student way, put Paris in France. I'm contestant answered, in all serreplied, "Last week, the Jewish not sure what to make out of that iousness, "Jesus Christ Superphenomenon. Maybe if Jeru- star."
holiday, right?"
The program seemed to con- salem and Leningrad were more
The good news is that this convince most of my students that chicjio one would have mistestanfs team will not be reprethere was a problem — with high placed them.
senting the University in the
school students. "High school
My students were somewhat nationals.
students are stupid," said one
depressed by the results. "You
student in my class.
Hergert, an instructor In EngThat's when I gave a pop quta. think we're dumb," one of them lish
First, I showed my students
from Slayton, Minn., is a
said. "No," I told her, "I don V
part of an ABC special hosted by
I don't. My students aren't columnist (or The News. Like
Barbara Walters and aired in I had put together a so-point And
— they're misinformed, Ernest Hemingway, be Is not an
September, "America's Kids: quiz, half of it on biography, half stupid
Englisbpoet.
Why They Flunk." The pro- on geography. I told my class and I do believe there's a dlffer-

Yesterday morning I was flipping through the 30 stations that
I now get thanks to the miracle
of cable TV, and I stopped at
CBN to catch a segment on Gorbachev's speech to the United
Nations. Toward the end of the
piece, the reporter mentioned
that Gorbachev had alluded to
the line "Do not ask for whom
the bell tolls," written, said the
reporter, "by the English poet
Ernest Hemingway."
I'll admit that the picture of
Hemingway cavorting around
17th century England in a ruffled collar was good for a laugh.
I mention the 17th century because that's when the English
poet John Donne wrote the line.
Hemingway alluded to Donne in
the title of his novel For Whom
the Bell Tolls, which was written
a bit later.
The gaffe only reinforced
something I already knew: most
Americans have little sense of
what's come before them. This
semester I had my freshman
composition students write their
taking a position essay on the
topic of American students' lack
of essential knowledge. I knew I
was charting dangerous waters.
For an instructor to present
such a topic could appear to be
the height of arrogance. But I
went ahead with the plan any-

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

Respond
The BG News editorial
!• is your campus
Letters should be abort
Xft-SM words, typewritten,
double spaced, and signed.
A rktrtat ■uhmiMlnw t»:
The BG News
Editorial Editor
S4 West Hall
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Conference promotes Students 'practice' law
awareness of tobacco Team members prepare for mock trial championship
by Kathy Fox
aaff reporter

The Northwestern Ohio Health Promotion/Disease Prevention Network and the College
of Health and Human Services will be sponsoring a
conference about the awarenesss of tobacco abuse
among students.
The Jan. 10 Tobacco Use and Prevention for
Primary and Secondary Grades conference at the
Bowling Green Holiday Inn, 1550 E. Wooster St.,
will include demonstrations of teaching strategies,
audio visuals, student role-playing and background information about tobacco use.

there's nothing to hold your teeth in, so they fall
out." she said.
Keeley said one key factor in the prevention of
smoking is to stop people, especially school age
students, before they start.
"It's easier to not let them start than (it is) to get
them to quit," she said.
According to "Northwest Ohio Cancer Network
News" a health newsletter, 60 percent of the
households in the United States include at least one
cigarette smoker.
Children who live in a smoking environment are
30 percent more likely to develop lower respiratory illnesses than children who live in nonsmoking
homes, the newsletter stated.
The newsletter also stated in Ohio, nonsmoking
wives of smokers face two-and-one-half times the
expected risk of developing lung cancer.

"We have an awareness program every year.
The Ohio Department of Health nas put emphasis
Keeley said families can reduce harmful gases
on smoking this year." said Barbara Keeley, di- emitted from cigarettes by opening windows,
rector of program advisement at the College of smoking in only one room of the house, using air
Health ana Human Services.
cleaners and exhaust fans.
All the health teachers and school nurses in the
20-county grant area have been made aware of the
program and have been invited to hear about the
seriousness of smoking and tobacco use, she said.
According to Keeley, young males are getting
cancer in the mouth and lips from chewing tobacco.
"It (tobacco) eats away at your gums and then

Smoking, which causes lung cancer, heart
disease and respiratory disease, is turning toward
a blue-collar phenomenon, Keeley said.
"I don't know if it (smoking) is on the uprise, but
the age of smoking is changing. Data indicates the
higher income you have, the less likely you are to
smoke," Keeley said.

by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

Guilty or Not Guilty?
That question is the inevitable
one the University's mock trial
team will attempt to answer at a
contest in Des Moines, Iowa in
February.
Dennis DiMarzio, assistant
legal studies professor and
coach of the nine-member team,
said this is the fourth year the
team has entered competition,
facing 80 other colleges in the
Fifth Annual Mock Trial Championships, Feb. 18-19.
In 1985, the team won third
Blace, finishing 16th last year,
e said. DiMarzio said he expects the team to do better this
year.
"I think we'll finish in the top
10 because I've seen the last two
national champions and I know
the team has the potential to win
a national championship this
6Bar — which is our goal," Dilarziosaid.
He said during competition,
each school acts out the same
court case, which includes four

"rounds." The team will divide
the rounds, acting two rourls
from the plantiff's side and two
from the defendant's side.
Team standing is based on the
number of rounds won and
points received at the end of the
competition, he said.
DiMarzio said the final round
of competition will be judged by
Iowa Supreme Court Justices in
the Iowa State Supreme Court
Building.
The winning team receives
national recognition and becomes educated on the system,
he said.
He said team try-outs were
held last week for all students.
Fifteen of 50 students who indicated they were interested tried
out.
"The reason (for this) is because they knew how really hard
it was to join the team," DiMarzio said.
He said the try-outs were
competitive. Five faculty members selected the final team
members from their performance in a mock trial.
Judges looked for how students presented opening state-

ments, answered questions pertaining to the case and what
their backgrounds and resumes
contained/DiMarzio said.
"They have to be able to think
the case out, respond to questions on their feet and be a good
public speaker," DiMarzio said.
He said both community and
University legal experts are
supporting the team, which is
assisted mainly by the Toledo
law firm of Shumaker-Loop It
Kendrick. A University alumnus
and employee of the firm, William Fischer, is helpful in the
training, he said.
"He is very supportive with
everything dealing with academics and last year he helped
train our team and gave us video
tapes that are used to train thenown attorneys," DiMarzio said.
He said other attorneys from
Toledo and Bowling Green also
helped train the team and judge
practices.
DiMarzio said the team will
practice the different roles they
must assume and will hold practice competitions versus the University of Toledo and Wright
State University.
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GRE, MCAT or any grad school entrance exam
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City plans for winter road hazards
byJeffBatdorf
staff reporter

While winter has not yet officially arrived, the city is already preparinefor
annual episodes of slippery roads, traffic accidents and snow-blocked streets.
Galen Ash, Bowline Green police
chief and chair of the dry Traffic
Commission, said traffic accidents are
more common this time of year as more
vehicles are on the roads during the
Christmas shopping season.
"The more cars you have the more
potential there is for accidents and we
are trying to increase (law) enforcement to decrease accidents," Ash said.

He said the police department is deploying more men to stop speeders and
help decrease the number of traffic accidents this holiday season.
Most accidents occur around dusk
and when road conditions are hazardous, Ash said.
"Another very hazardous time for
driving is when freezing rain turns into
a sheet of ice under fallen snow," Ash
said.
Terry Rennecker, assistant manager
at Wright's Sunoco, 103 N. Prospect St.,
said business more than triples during
winter due to accidents, dead batteries
and bad alternators.
"The biggest customers are college
students who leave their cars sitting In

(parking) lots over a period of time,"
Rennecker said.
He said the most common accident
occurs when cars slide into ditches.
While Ash agreed the number of accidents increases during winter, he said
there has never been a weather-related
death indie dry.
"The potential is there, but they are
greater in the country," Ash said, adding that front-wheel-drive vehicles are
more suceptible to accidents because
drivers believe they are more in control
of the car.
"People need to be more concerned of
road conditions with front-wheel-drive
vehicles because it pulls the car along
and people have a tendency to drive too

fast without realizing they are," Ash
said.
He said front-wheel-drive car owners
often skid off the roads because they
fail to allow sufficient time for stopping.
Ash advised travelers to tell relatives
where they will be going and how they
will be traveling, so someone will know
where they are in case they become
stranded.
To help combat slippery roads and
icy conditions, the Bowling Green Public Works Department has six snow
plows to clear dty streets and 200 tons
of salt used to melt snow and ice, according to Larry Rothenbuhler, equipment operator for the department.
He said about 75 tons of salt are used

Harassment
□ Continued from page 1.
complaints have been filed.
The report has now been sent
to Eloise Clark, vice president of
academic affaire. Karen said
she has heard nothing new about
the case since she received Oroelas' report last month.
This week, Clark said she is
unable to discuss the matter because it is a personnel issue.

However, she said legitimate
complaints in the past nave resulted in actions ranging from
reprimands to firing.
"I'm very serious about
taking corrective action on honest, legitimate complaints. I've
been told this is an area where
students are reluctant to complain and I think that's unfortunate because we operate on a

basis of complaint," Clark said.
The University's sexual harassment policy was approved by
the Board of Trustees in October
1981. The policy applies to faculty, administrators, classified
staff and students.
As the policy states, sexual
harassment occurs when unwelcome sexual advances are made
a condition of an individual's
employment or academic pursuits and the rejection of the advances is used as a basis for decisions about employment or
education.
Behavior which creates an intimidating environment for
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work or learning also constitutes
harassment, as in Karen's case.
The policy gives the Affirmative Action Office the responsibility of coordinating and implementing the policy on a University-wide basis.
Nancy Dillon, senior liberal
arts major, Is conducting a
study of the University's sexual
harassment policy as compared
to other universities nationwide.
"The BG policy is not as
thorough as some of the other
universities I've looked at, such
as the University of Minnesota
and Arizona State," Dillon said.
"The terminology is not as
strong in condoning such behavior, and the policy does not make
the president of the university
responsible for its enforcement."
Dillon said a strong policy is
consciousness-raising and explains the politics of the situation as well.
Omelas and Clark said they
think the University policy is a
good one, however, both said
le have to do their part by
i complaints when they enr a problem.

Omelas, who became the director of affirmative action in
July 1967, said about five formal
harassment complaints are filed
a year. Some of these are filed
by employees, he said.
Many others come to talk with
him about a problem but choose
not to file, Ornelas said.
Aldridge said she believes
many problems at the University <Tgo unreported.
It takes a lot of courage to
report sexual harassment or Intimidation. Some students don't
know what to do when something of this nature occurs.
Other don't know what falls into
this category," she said.
Sexual harassment is also a
power issue, according to Aldridge.
"The typical victim is a person in the position of least power
— for example, a student in a
student-teacher relationship,"
she said.
But Ornelas said University
employees who are found guilty
of sexual harassment charges
have a lot to lose. One employee
was dismissed as the result of
action in a sexual harassment
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on the average per year, but added the
figure varies depending on the amount
of snowfall and the severity of the winter.
Rothenbuhler said if the temperature
falls below IS degrees, the salt becomes
ineffective and liquid calcium chloride
is used instead.
"liquid calcium chloride makes the
salt read faster," Rothenbuhler said.
According to information released by
The Wood County Auto Club, 414 E.
Wooster St, to avoid skidding, drivers
should allow extra time for stopping —
fTpMmng if a rear-wheel skid occurs
drivers should steer the car in the direction they want to go, shift into neutral
and take their foot off the gas.

531 Ridge
352-3333
mi

case within the last two years,
be said.
To educate people at the University about sexual harassment and intimidation, Ornelas
is planning a number of forums
next semester.
"The purpose is to sensitize
the community to sexual harassment, which is a form of sexual discrimination, which is
against the law," he said.
Aldridge said one plan is to
have faculty and students sign
petitions, which will be published as advertisements in The BG
News. "We think this would be a
good resource list for people who
are having some kind of problem, but don't know who to go
to "shesaid.
The Faculty Senate Executive
Committtee approved a resolution in November acknowledging the problem of racial and
sexual harassment on campus
and urging the enforcement of
University policy.
This week, the resolution was
passed by the Senate with no
discussion.
Also this week, the Undergraduate Student Government
passed a resolution encouraging
the English Department to
make sexual harassment the
topic of a future proficiency
exam.
However, Aldridge thinks
what needs to be done in the long
run is to Increase education,
create behavioral change and,
finally, change the University
sexual harassment policy.
"We must treat people as human beings and with reaped at
all levels. I would like the end
result of education about the issue to be a change in behavior,
and the implementation of action through a new policy," Aldridge said. "Things need to be
spelled out more dearly. The
University has been too quid for
too long a time."

■C News DKtnH»f9,19ll

by Jennifer Taday
reporter

WBGU is
'logical'
v

Even inclement weather could
not be used as an excuse for
missing one section of Philosophy 103 offered this semester.
Instead of being conducted in
a classroom, the section is
offered through closed circuit
television on WBGU-TV and was
designed by James Stuart and
Donald Scherer, professors of
philosophy.
Scherer said they adapted the
program on evaluation com-

ments provided by students on a
taped lecture. He said students
indicated "one of the disadvantages of TV learning is that it
goes by quickly."
Because of the fast pace, he
said they designed a notebook to
accompany the tapes.
The notebook, which outlines
main points of the lecture, provides space for notes and details
Scherer said he had two main
goals when he designed the program.
"My first goal was to improve
student learning. My second was

to make it so in the future, less
professor time would be devoted
to the course," he said.
Although with closed-circuit
viewing students do not work
directly with the professor,
Scherer said exam scores have
not been affected.
After comparing last year's
scores to this semester, Scherer
said, "the results are very good.
The test scores are significantly
higher
than last year.
r
'LOGICWORKS," a computer session, accompanies the
course. Stuart said the session is
important and necessary.

"To learn logic involves not
only understanding the lectures
and the text, but being able to
make logical distinctions. One
learns to do this by doing exercises," he said.
The lecture tapes are 25
minutes in length. Following the
lecture, a graduate student reviews the material, answering
questions by telephone and discussing concepts.
Erik Lauber, graduate assistant of the course, said he has
been getting positive responses
about the course, adding that
students' anxieties lessen as the

5

course progresses.
Stuart said thorough evaluations will be conducted at the
end of spring semester and the
results will be compared with
past surveys.
"If they are positive, then the
program will continue," Stuart
Stuart maintains regular office hours and he also conducts
reviews before each scheduled
exam.
A student can review any of
the lecture tapes at the Jerome
Library by calling WBGU's
closed circuit viewing number.
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Student drug use, market thriving
Bowling Green police aim at crackdown
When the crack is heated and
vaporized in a glass pipe, users
inhale the vapors, he said.
"Sucking up the vapors gives
r
Editor's note: Many of the you the buzz, Sam said. 'The
names in this story have been result is a top of the world, euchanged to protect those in- Koric, God-like feeling. It afrts people differently like any
volved.
drug.
"Crack buzz is quicker and
Stuart takes a pinch of marijuana from his Ziploc bag and better and makes you want it
pads it in a tall, green bong. He that much more —that is why I
seals the bag carefully, sees if don't like it," he said.
Ash said marijuana and cothe curtains are tightly drawn,
and takes out his lighter. As he caine arrests are about equal in
inhales the smoke that slowly number, but just a few crack
tunnels to his lips, his eyes scan arrests have been made.
"There may be some (crack)
the four students seated around
him — each waiting to take a hit houses we don't know about," he
said.
before going to class.
As arrests for crack and other
Despite efforts by the city drugs increase in larger cities,
police to remove users and users will spread out where it is
dealers from the streets, and the safer, Ash said. Bowling Green
implementation of programs is becoming one of those safe
aimed at preventing drug use spots.
Alan Mayberry, newly-elected
among youths, an illegal drug
market continues to flourish in county prosecutor, said Toledo
has several drug task forces,
Bowling Green.
Police Chief Galen Ash said driving the drugs into Wood
any and all drugs are available County.
"The smarter dealers move
in the city, but the market is
geared toward University stu- just a little bit south across the
border into Wood County bedents.
"The attraction for drugs is cause they know Wood County
because of the University, he doesn't have any organized task
said, adding that some students forces and they can operate
might support themselves by more openly," ne said. '"They
dealing. But it is more non- can make more profit and not
students selling to students. have the same risk."
According to city police reAnything you want you can get."
John, a University student cords, 32 drug arrests have been
made
in 1981 But drug-related
who sells marijuana to fellow
students, said almost any drug cases taken before the grand
jury for indictment result ui adcan be purchased here.
"You can get all drugs out ditional arrests.
"Seventy percent of the cases
here but you might have to BO a
few weeks without being able to that come before me in court
get coke, acid or good pot," he every day are drug-related,"
said. "But, out here you can't Mayberrysaid.
While Wood County may be a
get ecstacy."
Ecstacy is a "little lighter relatively safe place to use
than acid" and "makes you love drugs because of the absence of
a task force, there is an even
everyone," he said.
Sam, a University graduate safer spot—the University.
Set. Thomas Brokamp, city
who quit dealing cocaine because of a recent increase in police investigations officer,
arrests, said prescription drugs said because the University is a
are hard to find, but cocaine and "closed environment," drug accrack are available within a tivity is difficult to control.
"The University has more 17
day.
to 24-year-olds, who are the
He said many Bowling Green
majority
of people who use
residents leave town to wiy cocaine because the quality of the drugs "hesaid.
Brokamp said some people
drug sold here is poor. The cocaine available here is usually "working 40 hours a week" in
cut (diluted) with unknown sub- the city factories are heavily involved in cocaine, but students
stances, he said.
Users also boil cocaine down and residents are also using
to make their own crack, Sam drugs.
"I don't know who is using
said. One-half part cocaine is
combined with one-half part more and who is using less. They
baking soda in a vial and boiled, are both using," he said.
Campus Police Lt. Ralph
be said. After it is melted and
dried, the crack is in a rock Bratt said no arrests have been
made for possession or traffickform.
by Deborah Gortschalk
assistant managing editor

Photo/U»a Pargeon
DARE officers show students drugs to familiarize them with the
substances.

ing drugs on campus this year,
but seven reports were written
from complaints. In 1967, campus police wrote three reports
and issued one citation for drug
use, and in 1986, two written reports resulted in one citation.
Brett said the campus police,
unlike the city police, do not
have continuing drug investigations because of vacancies in the force, but investigate
"things we stumble across.'* He
said no crack use has been reported, but would not be surprised if it were used at the University.
No matter who the users are,
they all fear getting caught.
"People who use drugs are
paranoid people," Ash said.
'"They think there is a cop on
every street corner."
Drug users say they are fearful because there have been
more drug busts lately, and the
police are using informants.
Brokamp said arrests have
increased recently because the
force has been working with a
drug specialty officer for
several months. There are three
investigating officers on the
force, but officer Brad Conner
works strictly on drug investigations, he said.
To aid in investigations, the
police use informants as much
as possible, Brokamp said.
"Sometimes you have to use
users to get to dealers, although
that may not be the person you
want." he said.
Police search an informant to
make sure he is "clean," then
send him into a situation to purchase drugs, Ash said.
To keep the dealer from knowing which of the buyers was the
informant, the police wait a

Photo/Usa Pargeon
Grant Tansel. Crime Prevention Officer for the Bowling Green Police Division, speaks to sixth graders
at South Main Elementary School. He is giving lessons on illegal drugs and the effects ot taking them.
Currently the sookesperson for DARE, the drug awareness education program, Tansel hopes to teach the
kids how to say no.

impossible to tap phones, although an officer in the department is trained to do it. No
phones have been tapped in the
16 years Brokamp has been on
the force, and one reason is cost,
he said.
But he does have a list of suspicious people. The black-cover
intelligence book that sits on his
shelf is "an alphabetical file of
druggers," he said. It includes
names, ages, license plate numbers and some photographs of
people the police know use or
The fear instilled in drug users
makes them take precautions.
Stuart said he always keeps his
curtains closed. Every once in a

"You can get all drugs out here but you
might have to go a few weeks without
being able to get coke, acid or good pot."
-Anonymous student drug dealer,
period of time before "going in
for the bust," Ash said. If
someone is selling to dozens of
people per day "we could go in
in two days," he said, emphasizing that each circumstance is
different.
Ash said a large percentage of
people who are caught reveal
where they bought their drugs.
However, ''there are some hardcore people who will take a fall,"
and not cooperate by talking
with police.
"But when people start thinking about the jail cell you will be
surprised what people will do,"
he added. "There is no honor
among criminals." Sometimes
the police "make a buy (through
an informant), and that guy (the
trafficker) ends up working for
you as an informant," Ash said.
''He knows he can get arrested
... he thinks you've really got
him, so he works for you. YOU
don't tell him everything."
When an informant aids
police, his or her help is taken
into consideration in court, Ash
said.
Drug enforcement is constantly changing and rumors often
circulate among buyers and
dealers as to what the police are
doing.
Eric, a University graduate
and drug user, said he is afraid
phones are tapped by the police.
"I don't like the way people
talk over the phone. Everybody
gets too mouthy." he said.
Sam said he heard the police
have a list of people they know
use drugs, ana 25 or 30 warrants
for their arrests.
Brokamp said these rumors
are partially true. He said federal regulations make it nearly

while he sells and gets "a little
freaked out and thinks 'what if I
get arrested?'" he said.
Although Brokamp said the
police are after the top drug pushers, "we'll take anybody/' he
said. "Most are dealers, so they
can use."
Ash said some dealers do not
want to sell, but have to support
their drug habit. These users in
turn "have to sell to support
their own habit," he said. The
need for addicting drugs, specifically crack, has led to theft, and
merchandise exchange for
drugs, Ash said.
''Crack is the most lethal and
scary drug they have come up
with in a long time," he said.
The smartest dealers do not
use drugs because it reduces
their profits.
"Some crack dealers have a
party and give away the drug.
The next time you'll need it, but
you'll have to buy it. Now you
have to sell it to support your
need," Ash said. "Everybody is
in it for the money."
Cocaine costs about $2,000 an
ounce, double the price for an
ounce of gold.
"Some dopers go directly to
Toledo and come back and sell it
(cocaine). They make up to
three rounds a day." Ash said.
Eric said marijuana is also
expensive. Although brown,
seedy weed costs $25 for a quarter ounce, "good, green seedless
bud costs $45 to $50 for a quarter
ounce." he said.
Hashish, a processed and
compacted form of marijuana is
"a different kind of high that
makes pot seem more chemical," Eric said. It costs $10 a
gram.

Eric said he smoked marijuana almost every day when he
attended the University. It "expanded his thought process" by
allowing him to think more conceptually, but he said he stopped
tripping on acid because "you do
not Know exactly what you are
buying — some of it is strychnine poison."
One of his friends had a "bad
trip" and ran down the street
naked and screaming because
he saw a person as the devil,
Eric said.
"It's definitely not for everyone. You've got to be able to
handle your buzz," he said.
Eric said drugs didn't interfere with his education, but Sam
said they are hindering his.
"It interferes because you'll
have shit to do and someone will
say. 'here, you wanna get high?'
And you do," he said.
The penalties vary for possession of marijuana, but are stiffer
for trafficking.
According to Dave Woessner,
assistant county prosecutor,
penalties for using and selling
drugs depend on the amount
possessed, or sold. Woessner said
the legal system has established
"minimum bulk amounts"
which are used as a guideline to
determine the severity of penalties. Penalties depend on what
type of drug a person possesses
or sells, and where he stands in
relationship to the minimum
bulk amount.
For example, the minimum
bulk amount for trafficking
marijuana is 200 grams.
"If you get caught with an
amount under 200 grams it's a
fourth-degree felony," he said.
The maximum penalty is one
and one-half years in prison and
a mandatory fine of $1,000.
Woessner said "routine $25
bag sales" fall into the fourthdegree felony category.
The minimum bulk amount
for cocaine is 10 grams. Selling
less than than 10 grams, "like a
line," Woessner said, is a thirddegree felony. The maximum
penalty is a prison sentence of
one and one-half years and a
$2,500 fine.
The penalties for trafficking
cocaine and marijuana "get stiffer" if the amount is more than
the minimum bulk amount,
Woessner said.
The penalties change for possession. If a person possesses
"an amount less than 100 grams
(of marijuana) it is a minor
misdemeanor with a maximum
fine of $100," Woessner said.
Possession of cocaine (under
the minimum bulk rate) is a
fourth-degree felony with a
maximum penalty of one and
one-half years in prison and a

fine of $2,500.
But these penalties are not etched in stone.
"(The penalty) depends on the
amount you sell and the age
bracket you sell to. That has a
lot to do with sentencing," Ash
said. "We're not going to break
into your house if you are sitting
there smoking a joint."
When police make drug
arrests, all drugs found are confiscated.
"We keep them until the court
case is over and get a court order to have them destroyed,"
Ash said.
After several cases are completed, the drugs are transported to Wood County Hospital to
be incinerated. For security
purposes, eyewitnesses accompany the officers who transport
the drugs.
The goal of the police force is
no longer solely drug enforcement; they also want to prevent
youths from becoming drug
users.
On campus, a $115,000 grant is
helping the University set up an
Alcohol and Drug Education
Prevention Center to prevent
freshmen from starting to use
drugs.
However, the city police are
one step ahead. They are educating youths about the pitfalls
of drug use before they get to
college.
The Drug Abuse Resistence
Education program, established
this school year, is a 17-week
course taught by a city police
officer for elementary school
students. The DARE officer is
paid through police department
sponsors and is considered part
of the elementary school's facultyGrant Tansel, Bowling
Green's DARE officer, said the
program teaches children living
skills and "how to say no to
pressures."
Tansel said he teaches why
drugs are used, the consequences of that use, and the
risks involved. Self-esteem is
important
in his teaching.
,r
It is essential that kids feel
good about themselves," be
said.
He teaches five, hour-long
classes per week in four schools
— South Main, Crim, Ridge and
Milton. In January. Tansel will
move to Kenwood, Conneaut,
and St. Aloysius and continue to
interact with students on a oneon-one level.
"The kids absolutely love the
program," he said.
Although Tansel admitted
there are many drug abuse programs, this one is effective because it is one of the few that
! See Drugs, page 7.

Wire tapping difficult, say officers
by Beth Church
copy editor

Although drug dealers say wire taps
on their phones is a major concern,
Bowling Green police officer Lt. Sam
Johnson said a new Ohio law makes this
method of surveillance very difficult to
use.
Ohio's Electronic Surveillance Act of
1906 requires a long and in-depth application to obtain a wire tap, Johnson
Mid.
"It's a very time-consuming and confusing process," he said.
^Johnson, who is one of 27 people in
Ohio licensed to operate wire topping
equipment, said applying for a wire tap
5i much the same as applying for a
March warrant.

"This is sort of searching a conversation," he said.
The first step, he said, is to develop a
"target," who will be the one listened
to, from information from other investigations.
Pouce, working through the county
prosecutor, must then present probable
cause to the local federal district court
that illegal acts are being committed
through use of the phone, he said.
"After all the involvement of the lawCers and judges, this review will probaly take about 90 days," Johnson estimated. "It joes a long way to protect
the rights of the citizen."
The phone company is then notified
and tous police where they can hook
into the line, Johnson said.
The monitorina or listening station
can be set up at the police station, at a

rearby apartment or in a van.
"Surveillance plus a wire tap is sometimes better, but we would probably
just use a room here at the station," he
said.
Only people who are officially certified are allowed to work with the wire
tap equipment, he said.
"Not even other officers are allowed
in the room," said Johnson, who is also
certified to train others. "Anyone who
applies for, operates, or is anyhow involved in the wire tap process has to be
certified."
During wire-tapped conversations,
Johnson said a "code of ethics" must be
used, especially when the target is talking to a priest, doctor or lawyer.
''Those conversations we can't monitor. Until it's established who lt Is, you
can listen. But after that, it's privlled-

ged conversation," he said.
Conversations are also all doublerecorded to prevent lost information
and a written chronological log must be
kept, he said.
After the surveillance is over, the
courts confiscate all recordings and
documents to make sure only caserelated Information was recorded and
to prevent damage to the recordings
from occurring, he said.
The equipment for wire-tapping is
very expensive, according to Johnson.
He said lt can be borrowed if Bowling
Green police need it but he declined to
sayr where it would be obtained from.
'Thls is a small department and the
expense of wire tapping would go to the
number of manhours needed for 24-hour
surveUlance," he said.
Manpower Is another reason wire

tapping is not used often, Johnson said.
It's very time consuming and demanding on a small department like
this," he said. "In general, this, plus the
red tape of the courts, keeps the average cop from trying it. unless he has
some good information.''
An Ohio House Committee this January will review the surveillance law
and Johnson said the officers currently
trained are trying to get their opinions
to the committee.
"We would like them to clarify certain points on what it says and what we
think it says. We just want to make lt a
better law," Johnson said.
Johnson was certified for electronic
surveillance at the Ohio Peace Officers
Training Academy in 1/xidon, Ohio in
two isaitoni — the tint in July and the
second last month,

Elsewhere
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"If there were lights and gates
there, this wouldn't have happened," said village resident
Harry Snyder, referring to a
fatal accident this week that
lulled two people and injured
three others. He often has said
warning devices at the village's
seven railroad crossings are
inadequate.
Cindy Walker, 29, of Cygnet,
and her son, Daniel, 9, were

killed when the car in which she
and her children were riding collided with a westbound CSX
Transportation train Tuesday.
Her daughters Kelly, 5, and
Rachael, 3,were listed in fair
condition Thursday at Blanchard Valley Hospital in Findlay. Her 4-year-old daughter,
Cami, who also was riding in the
car, was treated at the hospital.
Mrs. Walker's car was traveling south on Mitchell Road when
the accident occurred. The
crossing, which is marked by
signs, is at the western edge of
the village about 35 miles south
of Toledo.
"We have had six deaths in the
last three or four years (in accidents at railroad crossings). For
a small town, that is kind of unreal," Patterson said.
A North Baltimore mother
and her 19-year-old daughter

were killed in 1965 when an eastbound train struck their car on
PoeRoad.
Village officials for years had
been asking for installation of
warning devices at the Poe Road
crossing. Patterson said that
after the accident occurred,
Village Council adopted legislation reducing the speed limit
from 60 mph to 35 mph for trains
going through the village.
"They did obey the 35 mph.
We later rescinded the ordinance because they put gates
across Poe Road. Maybe we will
have to do the same thing
again," he said.
In 1966, two people were killed
when a westbound train struck
their auto on Main Street. Red
warning lights were operating at
the crossing.
Patterson said he will ask the
state to erect warning devices at

the Mitchell Road and Geghan
Street crossings.
Council conducted a special
meeting on Nov. 15 to discuss a
proposal to close Geghan Street
at the crossing, but no CSX representative attended.
"We were set for him (a CSX
representative) with guns
loaded," he said.
Lloyd Lewis, a spokesman at
CSX headquarters in Jacksonville, Fla., said the company
erects and maintains warning
devices, but the state, which
purchases the devices, is responsible for determining where
they go.
"Everything our engineer did
(Tuesday) was correct. He was
blowing his horn, his headlight
was on and he was ringing the
bell," Lewis said.

Helmet use lowers medical bills
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) - The
lack of a law requiring helmets
for adult motorcyclists in Ohio
may be costing taxpayers a
bundle because the state ends up
paying most of the medical expenses for motorcycle crash victims, officials said Thursday.
Dr. Patricia Waller, director
of the Injury Prevention
Research Center at the University of North Carolina, said that
motorcycle accidents exact a
"horrible, horrible cost in human terms" and that a remark-

Drugs
Q Continued from page 6.
puts an instructor in the classroom," he said.
To become a DARE representative, the officer must have
two years as a law enforcement
officer, have experience in education, public speaking and narcotics prevention. Currently
there are 94 officers in Ohio.
"There is a strict screening
process; they don't accept a lot
of officers, he said. 'To the
force, it means taking someone
off the street and putting them in
the school system. BG has made

ably large number of patients at
regional spinal cord clinics are
motorcycle crash victims.
During a telephone interview,
Waller referred to a recent
study of the medical costs associated with care of motorcycle
accident victims.

picked up by the taxpayer, primarily through Medicaid."

"They (the victims) suffer serious head injuries, and those
are extremely costly, debilitating injuries/' she said. "Not
only were the costs sky high, but
63 percent of the costs were

Dr. Frederich Rivara, the
center's director, said the study
involved 105 patients who were
hospitalized because of motorScle-related injuries. He said
e study found that the average

that committment."
Programs such as this seems
to give police hope.

The study was conducted by
the Harborview Injury Prevention and Research Center at the
University of Washington and
published last July.

"We're never going to stop the
supply (of drugs) until we stop
the demand," Ash said.

BGSU CAMPUS INVITED TO AUDITION:
For a six-week (May 18-June 28, 1989) summer choir tour
through the United States (tour covers 35 + states).
Auditions will be held Saturday, December 10, 1988
starting at 1:00 p.m. in the Choral Room (1040) of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
For more information, please call 2-8288 or 2-2181.

December 12-16

ocations
to serve you better.
More $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Money for your books at:
University Bookstore
Monday - Friday
8:00 am - 7:00 pm
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Student Union
1st Floor
Monday - Friday
8:00am - 5:00 pm

medical cost per patient was
*25,000, with about $15,750 of that
amount paid for by Medicaid
and other public funds.
"We conclude that... the public should have a stake and a say
in whether or not a motorcycle
helmet law is passed, since it
pays the majority of the bill,"
Rivara said.
Bow<-tg C<Mni CMwtt

love doctor' charged with 78
instances ot gross immorality
COLUMBUS (AP) - The
State Medical Board on
Thursday charged a Dayton
gynecologist with gross immorality and other ethics violations tor allegedly performing experimental surgery on
women without their knowledge.
Dr. James C. Burt has been
accused of performing surgery to enhance women's
sexual responsiveness. He
was cited with violating
several provisions of the Medical Practices Act in 78 instances involving 33 patients
dating to March 1966, said

KENT, Ohio (AP) - Backers trying to raise $1.1 million
to build a memorial to 13 Kent
State University students
shot by National Guardsmen
during a 1970 anti-war protest
are planning a national fundraising drive, organizers said
Thursday.
Alan Canfora, head of the
off-campus Kent May 4
Foundation and Carl DeVaughn, head of the studentrun May 4 Task Force, said a
group of nationally known
supporters would be organ-

ized to help the fund-raising
drive.
The committee of backers
will have 30 to 40 members
and their names will be
released in about two weeks,
Canfora said.
In addition, the group is
seeking media commitments
for free print and broadcast
advertising to help the fundraising drive, Canfora said.
"We'vs had a very good response from the media," he
said.
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Earl Moore, Burt's attorney, declined comment on the
charges, saying he had not
received the board's citation.
A woman who answered the
telephone at Burt's office in
Dayton said Burt referred all
questions to Moore.
Ms. Lubow said Burt. who
was banned by the board
from surgical practice in
November, has 30 days to ask
for a public hearing on the
charges.
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Lauren Lubow, a spokeswoman for the 12-member
board.

Kent plans national memorial fund
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Congratulations to the Fall 1988
Bigs and Littles
Jay Dabney
Jon Hannamyra
Dava Urda
Mlka Lapham
Dave Krauss
Ken Ballway
Tim Welz
Bruca Dawsan
Bab nrazofsKv
Jim PBDP
cram aurnay
Mark roni
Tim Maugherman
Ken Tielz
Chris wiitkon
Byan Barlllz
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News Briefs

Crossings blamed for deaths
NORTH BALTIMORE (AP)
— Some residents of this Wood
County community say installation of better safety devices at
railroad crossings could have
prevented the fatal car-train accidents that have killed six people in the village since 1985.
Mayor Robert Patterson said
Thursday that village officials
will urge the state to erect safety
lights and gates at the crossings.

DtctmMr 9,19M

Eric FrttcMa
T«M FOX
Jamla Cllarnl
Jonn Tlmura
Tony Camlsclana
Tim Skull
Paul Kapie
Tim Altaian
Scan Patrick
craw McLaughlin
Bryan Lucas
Paul Balru
Malt Wise
Ken Tietz
Derek Broeddus
Deee Thompson
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SEVEN TASTY WAYS
TO IMPROVE A
COILEGE EDUCATION

MONDAY
MADNESS
■ 352-1539

1

10"
1 item
Pizza
only

$3.00
additional items 50' each
No coupon necessary
Valid Mondays only
Not valid with other offers

Week.

It's a pizza lover's dream come true.
Every day every week, you can get
a special offer from Domino's Pizza®.
Whether it's Monday Madness or Thick
Thursday, there are seven great reasons
to make any week the week for a special
treat from Domino's Pizza®. So why not
give us a call? We'll have a hot fresh pizza
to your door in 30 minutes or less.
Guaranteed.

TERRIFIC
TUESDAY

1

352-1539

FREE DELIVERY
IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS
FROM 11 AM DAILY

352-1539

$5.00

352-1539

1

Valid Fridays. Saturdays,
and Sundays
No coupon necessary
Not valid with other offers

No coupon necessary
Valid Tuesdays only.
Not valid with other offers

$5.00
352 I 539

■i r

only
$9.99

$4.00
additional items 80' each

additional items 80' each

Weekend
Specials
i r
112" Deluxe
"Onions,
Green Peppers,
Pepperoni,
Sausage,
Mushrooms."
and 1 12"
1 item Pizza

only

1 12" Extra Thick
crust Pepperoni,
double cheese
Pizza for only

Pizza only

1

1 item
Pizza

THICK
THURSDAY

1616 E. Wooster

additional items $1 each
No coupon necessary
Valid Wednesday only
Not valid with other offers

1 12"

Thurs.

352-1539

WILD
WEDNESDAY
I
1 14" 1 item

&L

$1.00
Off
352-1539

1

$1.00 Off
any order
with 1 or
more
items
Not valid with other offers.
Good 7 days a week

only
$12.99
352-1539

1

114" Deluxe
"Onions,
Green Peppers,
Pepperoni,
Sausage,
Mushrooms."
and 1 14"
1 item pizza
Valid Fridays, Saturdays,
and Sundays
No coupon necessary
Not valid with other otters

■ — ■■■•■

Out drivers carry toss than $2000 Limited delivery area
©1967 Domino's Pizia, Inc
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BG slips past Findlay 76-72
Falcons' Hall scores 19 points and grabs 11 rebounds
by Brian HoOcnbcck
sports reporter

It wasn't pretty by any stretch
of the imagination, but it's sure
better to win ugly than it is to
lose pretty.
Hie Bowling Green men's
basketball
team rumbled
and stumbled
their way to a
76-72 win Findlay College
Thursday
night at Anderson Arena
in front of 3J
Falcon faithHall
ful.
The Falcons had four players
in double figures, and were
paced by freshman Tom Hall,
(19 points. 11 rebounds), senior
Lamon Pippen (14 points, nine
rebounds), junior Darrel
McLane (12 points) and sophomore Brad Morrison (10 points).

BG enjoyed its biggest lead of
the game, 26-14, wift 8:05 left in
the first half when guard Billy
Johnson nailed two free throws.
The Falcons, however, couldn't
■hake the feisty Oilers, which
hung tough ana went into the
locker room trailing, 33-26.
Findlay head coach Bon Niekamp said he was dissappointed
with the effort his squad gave in
the first half.
"I think we were looking over
our shoulders and were tentative," Niekamp said. "I think if
we could' ve came into the game
and played even in the beginning, we would have been okay.
It's fust real tough to play out of
The Oilers came out fast in the
second half, cutting the Falcon
lead to 37-34 with 16:10 left when
guard Aaron Roth hit a threepointer. Roth tossed in 20 points
— which included five threepointers —to lead the Oilers.
With 13:00 left, Eric Fogt
pulled Findlay within two

(44-42) by bitting a short jumBut the Falcons' lead increased to to 66*8 with 3:45 left
in the game when Gregory hit a
Jumper, and the Oilers couldn't
scratch any closer.
BG outrebounded the Oilers
47-42 and head coach Jim Larranaga said Hall's performance
under the boards was pleasing to
him.
"I think Tommy did a real
nice Job, especially in the transition game. And he rebounded
well for us tonight and that's
important,'' Larranaga said.
"Tommy is very difficult to
guard inside and we knew before
the game that we had to score
inside, so his effort was very
important to us."
The Falcons shot 43 percent
from the field, and Hall said because of the poor shooting, there
were many rebounding opportunities for him.
'■Nobody was shooting the ball
that well, so their was a lot of

opportunities for offensive rebounds," he said. "I was Just in
the right spot at the right time."
D D D
The Falcons travel to East
Lansing, Mich., Saturday to
tangle with the Michigan State
Spartans.
Larranaga said he's looking
forward to the trip, but wished
his squad could have some time
off before the game.
"I Just wish we had some time
to rest and prepare for them, but
if we go up there and play our
game, it should be a good ballgame," Larranaga said. "Michigan State is a team that has
some great talent.
D D □
Over Christmas break, the
Falcons will play in the Kentacky Invitational in Lexington,
Ky., (Dec. 16-17), host both
Wright State (Dec. 21) and Xavier (Dec. 30), and play at
Toledo (Jan. 4) and Detroit
(Jan. 7).

Cagers to host Michigan State
Victory would give them school record for wins to start year
by Andy Woodard
spoils editor

TheI visiting Michigan State Spartans will try to stop Bowling
Greeni women's
I
basketball history Saturday, knowing that history is
on their side.
The Spartans, which play the Falcons at 1:30 p.m. at Anderson
Arena, have won the only game ever played here — 91-68 in the
1966-87 season. But a BG victory would set a school record for the
most wins to start off a season.
"This has been quite a series," said Falcons head coach Fran Voll,
whose team is 64 after Wednesday night's 86-74 win over Eastern
Kentucky. "They've beat us twice here and we've won once there.
"It's going to be a big game. This is one of those games where you
know you're going to be challenged."
The Falcons rimed Michigan State 69-52 a year ago and beat them
10-78 in the 1965-86 year, with both contests being played in East
Lansing, Mich.
Last season, after losing to BG, the Spartans turned right around
and beat Ohio State, which was ranked in the Top 10 in the country at
the time.
"I'm sure they'll want to have a good showing after what happened last year/ VoU said.
The Spartans have won their last four games after losing their
opener to now 20th-ranked Illinois State.
Michigan State is led by a pair of sophomores — forward Cherie
Swarthout and guard Eileen Shea — who both come off the bench.
Swarthout averages a team-best 12.0 points per game, while Shea is
scoring 11 Oppg.
Center Sue Forsyth, who stands 6-foot-4, is third at 9.8 ppg.
Michigan State plays mostly a half-court offense and defense.
They're offense has been less than impressive at 65.6 ppg, but the defense, which is yielding only 58.8 ppg, has been outstanding, Voll
said.
"Well try to take whatever they give us," he said. "It'll be a physical game. Well have to be ready to play with whatever they give
us."

"This has been quite a series.
They've beat us twice here
and we've won once there. It's
going to be a big game. This is
one of those games where you
know you're going to be
challenged."
-Fran Voll, women's head
basketball coach

Juan Street tries to block this shot by Findlay's Eric Fogt in Bowling
Green's 76-72 win Thursday night at Anderson Arena. Street, a 6-foot-7-:
sophomore, grabbed two rebounds In the game. The Falcons, 4-1, travel
to Michigan State Saturday night

Phi

(Northwestern).
"We definitely have a Michigan connection here," VoU said.
D a D
Illinois State, which moved into the Top 20 this week after impressive victories over Southern Cal and Ohio State at the Buckeye Classic in Columbus, was upset 74-70 Wednesday night by Illinois.
At the mini Classic in Champaign, El., last weekend, the Fighting
Illlni lost to Iowa State, which was then blown out by BG.
If all of that means anything, BG is the best team of the bunch. But
more than likely, those statistics don't mean a thing.
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CONGRATULATES
Cari Bellisari
Heidi Smith
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Incidently, the Falcons play at Ohio State Monday and then, after
contests with Eastern Illinois (Dec. 19) and at Or innati (Dec. 22),
host Illinois State Dec. 30.

ON THEIR GRADUATION
Phi

Mu Phi Mu

Phi Mu Phi Mu

Phi Mu

D D D

BG point guard Paulette Backstrom will be playing her fourth
game against the Spartans and also her fourth game against two
former teammates.
Michigan State's Taraisa Wills and Cynthia Lyons, both senior
starters, went to high school with Backstrom in Flint, Mich.,

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
proudly announces
the 1989 officers:

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

President
1st Vice President
2nd vice President
3rd Vice President
Treasurer

immediate
Housing Openings

Rush Chairman
Cabinet
Philanthropies
Scholarship Chairman

Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

Whkeface Mt., Lake Placid
Invites you to

Annual Olympic Colle ;e Ski Weeks
pin. 2-6 and Jan.
•
•
•
•
•

-13

Olympic Shoptout
Olympic Obstacle
Olympic Treasure Hunt
Olympic Giant Slalom
Special Ski School
Lesson Rates

Bobsled Rides*
Toboggan Rides •
Ice Skating •
Parties/ Dancing •
Ski Movies •
Talent Night •
*$65." -five day MA pass
For a FREE brochure cod:
In MYS 800-462-4236
In other US State. 600-235-9313
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THE S.O.LD
(Student Organization Leadership Development)!

ORGANIZATION
would like to
congratulate the following
students for their outstanding
leadership contributions during
the Fall Semester, 1V88
Kimberlie Goldsberry

Dana Snleaowikl

Pam Kirkandall

Sabs Surbeck

Kelly Zachrlch

CONGRATULATIONS
Your efforts were appreciated.
We're S.O.LD. on Leadership!

Senior Panhel
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
Pledge Educator
Assistant Treasurer
CRIC
Junior Panhel
Alternate Panhel
Warden
Chaplain
Assistant Social
Society and Key
Historian
Song
NSFR
Elections and Composite

Amy Blank
Jenny Bird
Gina Main
Ginger Hume
Diane Popovic
Kelly Drake
Shari Benner
Erica Myers
Darcie Tomko
Betsy Broski
Kelly Strong
Saundra Kosinski
Erika Shemberg
Shelley Winter
Jeni Winstel
Liz Fergusson
Michele Hoffee
Dawn Wilt
Deb Klein
Cindy Rand
Eileen Flaherty
Lori Shollenberger
Stacey Thomas
Lori Sangukjolce
Joyce Jenkins

We also thank the 1988 officers
fa a job well done,
T
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Tankers finish semester at UT BG icers
by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter
After outscoring Toledo by 900 points in
their win at the six-team BGSU Swimming
and Diving Invitational last weekend, the
Bowling Green men's swim team travels
north on 1-75 tonight to again compete
against the Rockets.
Although the Toledo men swam in Falcon
wakes for most of the BGSU Invitational. BG
head coach Brian Gordon said the Rockets
willprobably have a better showing tonight.
"Toledo has a few things going tor them,"
Gordon said. "They are iust coming out of
finals, so they are rested, even if unintentionally.
"Swimming in their home pool will also
give them an advantage. It is a small, antiqucated facility," he continued.
Toledo's Health Education Pool is only
four lanes wide, which allows only two
swimmers from each team to compete in

each event.
Because of the miniature facility's constraints, Gordon said BG will not benefit
from its team depth as they do at Cooper
Pool.
"If you win an event, you end up outscoring the other team, even if they take second
and third," Gordon said. "In the events
where Toledo will challenge for a win, we'll
have to take the next two spots to avoid falling behind too much."

With this in consideration, the Falcons
must look for top performances from their
consistent winners to perform well in the
meet. Sprinter Rich Foster, distance specialist Brian Dickman, and diver Michael
Poindexter should provide BG with enough
impetus to defeat Toledo.
Countering for the Rockets should be Jim
Blanchard, who took third and fourth, respectively, in the 100 and 200 backstroke last
weekend, and Ron Gyurke, who placed in the
top five in the 500 and 1,650 freestlye events.
Along with the performance of BG's vet-

erans, Gordon also noted the quality of Falcon recruits so far this season.

"Everyone is progressing nicely. The
freshmen have solidified as much as any
team in the Mid-American Conference, even
Eastern Michigan," Gordon said.
D D □
The Falcon women, after taking top honors in the BGSU Invitational, do not compete
again until Jan. 7, when they will join the
men's team in a dual meet at Xavier.
Unlike the men, who have already competed against the more difficult teams on
their schedule, the women can look ahead to
a hardy second-half schedule as they take
their winter break.
"The women come back with Ohio University, Miami, and Kentucky in the second
half," Gordon said. "They're swimming
well, but will be underdogs going into each
meet."

Gymnasts ready for intrasquad meet
by Matt Schroder
sports reporter
Following an encouraging performance in the Rocky Mountain
Open, the Bowling Green women's gymnastics team will compete
under meet conditions again Saturday in the Brown vs. Orange intrasquad meet.
The gymnasts are looking forward to the meet because it will be
under a relatively relaxed atmosphere, and the pressure of a real
meet will not be on them.
"We're going to go out and have some fun, and get another meet
under our belt,' saidjunior Lisa Hillman.
Sophomore Nikki Condon said, "It definitely takes some pressure
off. we should perform the same or better than last week."
Head coach Charles Simpson says he will split the team up as
evenly as possible, trying to balance each with the older and younger
tumblers.
However, senior Suzzane Bell (back) and junior Vikki Farrar
(knee) will not compete in the meet because of injuries. But Simpson

Hurst, Hawkins
sign big contracts

Volunteers In Progress
Would like to thank all those
([volunteers who made this semester)
so special, and we wish
everyone else the very

m

[Happiest of Holidays I
COME SUPPORT
THE WOMEN'S
SQUAD IN A

SHOWDOWN

said both should be ready for the first Mid-American Conference
meet Jan. 15. with Kent State.
Simpson usually likes to have the intrasquad meet as the first
competition of the year, but still sees the many benefits that Saturday's meet can provide.
"We have to have something to show for all our work before we go
off on Christmas break," he said. "It also gives the girls some incentive to keep working over the next two weeks and the rest of the
season. Besides, the meets are the fun part."
Judging in the Brown/Orange is expected to be tougher than last
week in Colorado, where the Falcons performed welT The coach is
not concerned, however.
"The scores might be a little lower, but I expect that the girls will
perform just as well as last week," Simpson said.
One constant that will not be lower is BG's team spirit. The encouragement and support the gymnists show toward each other
plays a major role in the team's success.
"The spirit will enable us to go a long way," Simpson said. "It just
comes from working together as a team, and really brings the team
together."

Conaratulationj!

Uera Barth
fan Graduation)

AGAINST BIG
TEN POWER
MICHIGAN STATE.
SATURDAY 1:30
AT ANDERSON
ARENA

by Ben Walker
The Associated Press
ATLANTA — The San Diego
Padres won the Bruce Hurst
sweepstakes, lost Andy Hawkins
and looked to make another
major trade Thursday, one day
after baseball's winter meetings
officially ended.
Several teams scurried to
make a final move before checking out. Montreal got shortstop
Spike Owen from Boston and
outfielder Mike Aldrete from
San Francisco while Baltimore
looked to acquire Phil Bradley
from Philadelphia.
But the Padres were the hub of
activity, signing one free agent
pitcher and saying goodbye to
another. They lured Hurst from
Boston and agreed with him on a
three-year contract worth $5.25
million.
Hawkins, however, signed
with the free-spending New
York Yankees for three years
and $3.6 million. The two announcements came within
ShotglaM
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minutes of each other during an
mid-morning flurry of activity.
The Padres continued to zero
in on a big hitter, possibly Dale
Murphy. San Diego has had
some good offers for young catchers Benito Santiago and
Sandy Alomar Jr. and general
manager-field manager Jack
McKeon said he expected to
make a move.
Hurst was offered about
$250,000 more by Boston, but
said family considerations and
contract language led him to
San Diego. California also bid
more than $5 million for him.
"It's a big amount of money,
but baseball is an industry that
does very well," Hurst said.
Boston general manager Lou
Gorman said the Red Sox
"made every effort" to re-sign
their ace left-hander. Hurst seta
career-high for victories in going 184 with a 3.66 earned run
average last season, during
which he made $900,000.
"He actually took less money
to go to San Diego," Gorman
said.
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FLAMES
WHAT: A hockey game.
The University of IllinoisChicago vs. Bowling Green
StateUniversity.
WHEN: The two games are
slated to begin tonight and
Saturday at 7:30.
WHERE: Both games are
at the BG Ice Arena (3,400).
COVERAGE: Listeners
can pick-up the game on
radio, either WBGU (88.1
FM) or WFOB (1430 AM).
TICKETS: Tickets are still
available for both nights and
may be purchased in the Ice
Arena foyer prior to each
game.
RECORDS: UIC comes into
the match-up riding high with
a 10-4-2 overall record and
»-3-2 in Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, good for
second place. BG finds itself
at the opposite end of the
spectrum in seventh-place as
they are 5-9 in the CCHA and
8-9-1 overall.
SERIES: The Falcons hold
an impressive 26-2-2 victory
margin over the Flames since
the series began during the
1981-82 season. Before splitting the four games with UIC
last season, BG was undefeated against the Flames,
154-2. The Flames beat the
Falcons for the first-time on
Nov. 13 of last year, 6-3, at the
BG Ice Arena.
COACHES: In his seventh
season as Flames head
coach, Val Belmonte holds a
92-146-8 overall record. BG
bead coach Jerry York, who
is in his 10th season, has chalked-up a 238-140-16 mark.
THE FLAMES:
OFFENSE: Senior Sheldon
Gorski has emerged the
Flames' top-gunner. After 16
games, Gorski has netted 20
goals, which tops the CCHA,
while tying for third in the
league in total points by adding eight assists for a sum of
27. Sophomore Bob Melton is
second on the team and sixth
in the league with 8-15-23.
DEFENSE: One of the
main reasons why the Flames
have flourished this season is
because of a young, stingy defense which ranks third in the

CCHA in goals against. UIC,
which has only given-up 52
goals, lists no seniors on the
blue line. Junior Darin Banister tops the Flames defensive
production with 3-10-13.
GOALTENDING: The
goalkeeping position has become solidified with the
emergence of junior Dave
DePinto. DePinto has played
in every game but one for UIC
posting a 10-3-2 record and a
3.61 GAA. The lofty statistics
are good for fourth among
CCHA netminders.
THE FALCONS:
OFFENSE: The BG attack
has prowled around the opposing net, but has put the
puck in it enough. And when
they do scores some goals,
senior co-captain Greg Parks
(15-17-32) and junior Nelson
Emerson (9-18-27) figure to
be most visible. Parks is
fourth In the CCHA, while
Emerson is 11th.
DEFENSE: Where the
offense has been frustrated,
the defense has been inconsistent. Only Ferris State and
Miami have allowed more
Sals than the Falcons, which
ve let-in 72. The blue line is
anchored by a pair of seniors
in co-captain Alan Legget and
Thad Rusiecki. Junior Kevin
Dahl (3-11-14) and sophomore
Rob Blake (2-12-14) lead the
defense in offensive production.
GOALTENDING: The defensive inconsistency goes
hand-and-hand with the goaltending. Junior Paul Connell
holds a 5-7 record and a 4.40
GAA, while sophomore John
Burke is 3-2 with a 5.09 GAA.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The Falcons look
to end a slump which has seen
them lose eight of their last
nine. If you base the series on
this year's statistics alone,
then the Flames have already
won. But BG has a 5-3 record
in its own barn and hasn't
been swept there this season.
Five of the last six BG
contests have been decided
less than two goals, look for
this confrontation to be similiar.

University's ROTC
beats UT's team
Using an impressive performance in the 10-kilometer Road
March, the Bowling Green
ROTC defeated the University of
Toledo's ROTC 125-123 over the
weekend at Toledo.
BG, which is called the Black
Swamp Battalion Army ROTC
Ranger Team, trailed much of
the two-day competition. But
with each member carrying a
35-pound ruck sack, BG completed the march in 57 minutes,
XO

«

XI)

♦,

some nine minutes ahead of
Toledo.
Jarrett Deerwester and Andy
Yerkes, the team and assistant
team leaders, respectively,
helped pace BG to wins in the
following competitions: onerope bridge, physical fitness
test, marksmanship and the
road march.
Other events included the
Ode throw, weapons adly and orienteering.
XU

»

XQ

»

XO

XQ_

Chi Omega Congratulates
Amy Billing
Theresa Garner
Jill Mullet
on their December graduation.
We love you and will miss you I

Jim

CAMPUS REPS!
NEEDED!

£
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My Hat's Oft
To You!
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Earning potential
unlimited
The Toledo Hilton
Hotel is interested
m paying students
on a commission
basis to promote
the Hilton Hotel.
booking tunctions

*
1
*

and rooms.
For more Information
please call:
381-6800 ext. 709,
talk to Terl or Dave.

I

The Social Justice
Committee wishes to
thank the BGSU
cafeterias, and the
students for helping us
to raise $320.23 for
Oxfam America during
Hunger Awareness
Week.

♦♦♦♦•♦'♦, ♦♦♦♦♦♦•£'♦♦♦♦ $"♦♦♦♦♦

KNOW SOMEONE WHO NEEDS
A
NEW RESUME,
BUSINESS CARDS. OR
PERSONAL STATIONERY?
Give them a gift they'll really appreciate!
Buy them a Gift Certificate from us.
we'll take care of the rest!
They'll get exactly what they want this year.

Ill South Main
Bowling Green
(419) 352-5762
FAX (419) 352-9572

quick print, inc.

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
CerObeen Association announcee Us Annual
Bob Merley Trlbuts. The Ar*. Band from
Coajrnbue w» lively It up' with reggae and aoca
or Sal Fab 11 {Youareollnvrloai
LET US DO YOUR LAUNDRY
FREE Drop oft Sac/tee
9am 3pm Mon-Fn
Dae. 5-9 ana Dae. 12-ie
KM'* Com Laundry 709 8 Main

MNtwi DMMRfeW 9,19M II

Twae the end of the semester and al through
Apt 1
"The girls'' were trying to study but having too
much fun
Christie r> her ftennel and Patty In a cap
and brtdget was lust getting up from a nap.
Tammy a xi jeene and going out for a beer
The telephone wee ringing loud and deal
They dashed to the phone to see who was canhg
Orey to find It was Hunty saying the enow waa

MRS

UVE CCMA HOCKEY AOTON ON MM
WC AT BOWLING GREEN
7:261™* SAT
U.t FMWBQU
MORTARBOARD
Darner Wad . Dae 14 6 PM
at Mark's • No buaineaa1
WWMOettEAK BAREFOOT CBUttE
SOFT YACHTS BIMINI BAHAMAS
GROUPS OF 8 $436 PP 7 DAYS
1 800 999-7246 ANYTBrfE
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP > CRUISE FREE
Student Council tor Exceptional ChMren
Chrletmaa Parly' Sunday December 11. 1988
8:00 PM 408 Education Building
Everyone Is Welcomel

Sorry, dateless gals. It wasn't a boy
But that won't dlmlnleh our hoedey py
Because AJaaon'a giving farting lessone to hatp
our altuation
And making Unguini Rial for the occasion
IH bring the yogurt and cakes ot rice
And Tammy. Bobble. Christie and Debbie wH
give love advice
Input on bonding waa given by KnSey
Bui no breaking rules or we II el have e hiesy
"You guys'" Patty said "Wave got » gel to our
studess"
"Let's go to the library and took for our bud
(Seat"
After a lew detours we got to Jerome.
Did time at The Desk and were ready for home
Here comes the wagon to give us a ride
Back to csl Erm who'll soon be a bride
But what do we sea whan we gat to the door?
The STEG who a) bringing us mistletoe and
morel
PLAID dresses and maids who! do al the diehaa
And a snoozy you dreamed of In your hoedey

•Mm
LOST & FOUND
Loat: Brown leather lacket at baakatball
game on Wed. No.. 10 under bleacher at
Mian rill Hall.STUDENT I.D. waa In the
pocket. REWARD II found. Plaaaa call Tim at
372-3744.
LOST: Gold bracelet In downtown area (graduation gift) REWARD Cel days 363-0100 or
eves 893-3822
LOST MALE CREAM LAB PUPPY, BLUE
COLLAR ANSWERS TO MAX. LOST E
MERRY AREA REWARD-353-8067
LOST ermj. 6x7 notebook from R.K Tuckers
' Aaaartivenaas cfeee If found, plsaae return to
1214 Waal Hal |BG News) or cat Jim si
353-4789

RIDES
I'M DESPERATELY SEEKING A RIDE
TROIT METRO AIRPORTI LEAVING
2:30 ON THURSOAY. DECEMBER 157
ITHW WAY? IF 80, PLEASE CALL
liMARKL
.
MM WILL PAY SIS!

TO DEBO AT
GOING
2-3850

Soon the stag left In e flash lust as last as ha
came
Ano" he whistled for his reindeer snd cased them
byname
But he said to be happy as the semester ends.
We Juet wanted to thank you for being great
tnende
So MERRY CHRISTMAS. ROOMMATES end
HAPPY NEW YEAR, TOO.
Though it coel me s bundle, th* one's lor you'
Love. Snoozy. the Stag and S-squared
• •CerlBeaaeerl- •
Congratuiations'1
We love you ft we'l miss you Iota
Can't wart tH you vtaft-Cuz you re buying the shots
We're raasy gtod you're with Noxel
So al the real can go to—I
Good LUCK CanWe can't wait until Nan Frtl
Love you totavTheGlrleof the Glen"
• " USA PAOLO • •
Congrstulstions on your grsduetion'
We hope your future Is fuB of success and happinees Thank you for your time and effort

-ma

• • • GAMMA PHI BETA • ■ ■
Keley Donnemen 1 Elizabeth J
You guys have been the rj
Thanks for putting up with al my adventures'
And Chubby I seriously am sad you're graduating, but we will make your lest your best Heve s
great X-maa
Love and TTKE,
Pumpkin

li
SERVICES OFFERED

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
tIS.OO
UnlOraphici
211 Weal Hall 372-741*

••• Gamma PN Beta-"
Michelle Andrews
You've made a* the difference that past semester. I'm sad mis la your last, but we'l make It the
best Have a great X-maa'
Love* TTKE, LlUae

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice II
Toledo. OH 266-7789

•••■eWARO"'
Need some Christinas money?
Maybe I can help
I Bet a ruby ring It you found It PLEASE return it
Call Trocey 353 6421

For a* your typing needs
A-Z Dels Center
352-6042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express. UP S
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-5042

Good luck on your teat Sat. I know you'l do
awesome' Stressed? Let It out WOOOWEEEI
I love my roomie'Love, Kim
•••EtvteUves-"

Need a Paper Typed?
Word Processing for personal or buaineaa use.
Cs* Linda si 364-2657. Leave Message

•Dawn Adams and Diane Lunka'
Congratulations on becoming
O O.K. members"
Love, your Pis Mu Slaters

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES.
TYPING SERVICES tor X types ol papers
aiduOIng dissertations using
Xerox Memorywnter
362-3987 from 8 AM - 9 PM

•KKG Coeeen McGmty KKG'
Congratuiationa on your Induction into
OMtCRON DELTA KAPPA HONORARY'

PERSONALS

Karen Raves
Happy Birthday"
December 31 st is almost here
just know ni be
A super great year

The pledge class ol
Alpha Gemma Delta
wishes everyone
kick on finals

UL KIM POLEK
BIG SUSAN VAN DONSEL
Roeeaarered
Violets are blue
Wierang you a Merry Chnstmsa
And a Happy New Year loo!
LOVE.TttA
••••HI MO'"

— Donna Gretz —
Congrats on being released from that toeMueon
You ceruaray dkl your time and more. I can
never express how much I am going to rraaa.
you. You have bean a spaces part of my Mesharing al the good, sad Poor, and fun rimes
wNh me. I could never have wished for e more
perfect friend than you. You have aHvaya accepted me even when I seem to And myself in
trouble Next eemeeter and forever w* never
be the aame. I'm going to mlea you Duck.
Hove you. Eva
IB-HeatherL. Merahall-K
Meppy Bkthdey to the
GREATEST Roomlel I

■ KKG Krteten Rumble KKG •
Congratuiationa on your Induction Into
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA HONORARY!

•PHI SWIM EP'PHI MU*
James 'SMOTOLASS' Van Winkle
Hara'alo...
•Hop In the Hay - what a beginning'
•20 nan. appearance at date party?
-What do you think about ?'?l?
Return from Tneta Chf-whet tracka?
Geteby - Hay there derlngl
•The day II bowl over 100 and win
•Under mistletoe with the custodial
•X marks the spot
The Best of Dale Parties
•State capttaMI think I know them
■Let's look at thai playboy-batter?
-Starter kit. gee are you mad?
Here's your aax paper I typed
■Heve you seen the Mark's video?
-is the dog st* tanning?
I am not a george
You 2 are drinking the whole bucket?
■I never - that is so good'
To Mierni trlpa
About Lest Night - Uke thet lape?>
Roses are Red SigEpe are cool
-How many dgarettee today?
• I'd rather me man
-How many day s left?
Waiting lor e Star to Fee"
-Our Spec*! Friendship
Congrstulstions, Tina
■PM MU'SKJ EP-PHt MU*

A0AM STERLE
. and
JOEWASSEM:
You guys are great! You'l truly be rrasaad!
Good luck wtth your new careers and remember who taught you EVERYTHING you
know!
Jan
ALPHA SIGMA PHI ROCK ALIKE
ROCK ALIKE
ROCK ALIKE
GET PSYCHED FOR ROCK ALIKE
ANGUS,
WE WOULD RATHER SENO YOU A HAPPY
BIRTHDAY MEESAGE THAN GET A ROOT
CANAL. (WE THINK) HAPPY IfTHI WE LOVE
YOUt
-TWO AWESOME WOMEN WHOM YOU
KNOW VERY WEU
AXO'AXO-AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO
TO. THE 1*S* AXO PLEDGE CLASS
WHAT CAN I SAY? YOU GUYS ARE THE
BEST!
THANKS FOR ALL THAT YOU'VE DONE FOR
ME. ILL NEVER FORGET IT'
I LOVE YOU GUYS!
LOVE, MELISSA
AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO
BRIAN ALLEN
Couldn't you have watted ONE more semester?
Wei. although you're leaving BQ. you're not
leaving my heart' Thanks lor al the good times,
and I took lorward to many more. Good Luck I
Love, Dawn
CHAPMAN HALL STAFF
Thanks to el of you tor a great semester! The
next <»* be even Detter-a new begimevj' Hope
your hoadeys are happy! Watch out for Freddyl
Love, GOOSE, the unstressed one!
Chrlssy.
Tie the time lor the party.
At 7th and High
Wei be swinging Ml dawn.
The Ptkae. you, and I
Wei be nestled away.
In our sweatshirts wtth care
You with your C.C.,
And I wtth my bear.
So away to the Pike houee
Wal go wtth a Bash
To find fun and good tidinga.
At the Pike's New Year's Bash
Chuck
Congratuletlone to Tiffany Weaver and Paul
Nspoii on their recent Chi Omega - Sigma PM
Epaltonpmnlng Love, the sJstsrs ol Chi Omega
CRAIODRINO
Thank God, at least we're together this x-maa'
Now ere you happy you got your personal?
Love You,
■Hun-

Did you know:
That 1 In 10 people la a homosexual?

EXAM SPECIAL S21.95 PER NIGHT
Beet Western Felcon Plaza Motel
Study * i Hex n me privacy ol
your own room Dec 4-8*11-16
Early ck-m ft kite ck out Continental
breakfast ft tree coffee Reev.
362-4874 ck-ln students must anew valid
I.D. non-etudenta not eegtxe
From Byers and forma to newsletters and letter,
head, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper! Sea us lor al your TYPESETTING
NEEOSI Klnko'a 354-3977

Gamrr«Pts-PlPN*OsnimaPfll*PIPfll
The Pledge Cases of Gamma Phi Beta thanks
the PI Piss lor a great tana at our Gamma Phi-PI
Phi study brook SpecaU thanks to Ann Purvta
GREAT OJFT IDEA! BGSU Mom, Dad. Brother.
Slater. Grandma. Grandpa, and Sorority Mom
and Dad Sweatshirts!
SNThlnge631 Ridge
GREEKS:
MAKE SORE YOU
AREHEAROAT
THE ROCK ALKEI
MTV ROCK ALIKE

Nonm**m m atesjel

352-4674.

Hey you Alpha Phia'
Psmbo, CRAB--, Sheeage. Becca Jo. Lou-Lou.
LI Pam. Lest. Gokke, Jennilaiie. Jodlter. Katy
and the rest of the crew: Thanx lor al the great
times the last three and a half years Good luck
to you always I'm going to miss you tons
UTB.Holl
P S Pam. Go Bengals'
HoaV-Dotv
Oh Gael Oh Gory'
ire your 21st Birthday
Have a Ho* Joty good time
Love. Juts
I'm so sure thet the NAP (Paul Napot) and YAK
(Tiffany Weaver) are PINNED' Congrstulstions'
LoveYa-Rut
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED BASET
BALL - MANDATORY CLINIC • JAN. 17,
7-10:30 PM; FLOOR HOCKEY ■ MANDATORY
CLINIC - JAN 31, 5-8 00 PM PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT. JAN
9, 1989.
INTRAMURALS GET READY FOR SPRING INTRAMURALS (NOP ICE HOCKEY ENTRIES
DUE JANUARY 12 MEN'S BASKETBALL T JANUARY 17; WOMEN'S ft COED" BASKET■
BALL JANUARY 18
Jen, on behalf ol the executive board and
volunteers. Pern and myeell would Ilka to
sincerely thank you lor all the work you have
put forth toward! Voluntsers In Progress
You have always been there whan something
had to gat dona, and have always excelled et
the task you were performing. Rama, my sell.
end the entire orgsnlzstlon wilt miss you end
your Input Jen, you have been both an excetkkftt treasurer end exompkxy volunteer. We
wish you nothing but the utmost beet In the
years to come, thank you.
Pam* Chris
JANCT-Weve been through thick and thm
Holding each other up. we knew we could win.
The tana has coma to say good-bye
I heve to adn* II Ike to cry
There's so many memoriae and
So many good emee to remember
To let them fade come thw December
So ss the years pass by. promise me thle-WeM never lose touch, cuz our friendship
And you I most definitely wU miss
L*L. Dawn
JiMundorff
Be reedy to party. Be to goFor your Bkthdey la five days to goI know wa al hope that your
WISH wU come true"
HAPPY BIRTHDAYLOVE. Kathy
JOEWASSEM
Congrstulstions on graduation
You're not as dumb as you took.

JULIE P.
Is there anyone on campus
who hasn't heard about Dan?
AVA, KIERSTEN, MKI, MCHELE,
ANDINDICA
KAPPA SKI AXO KAPPA SKI AXO
THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA SIGMA
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE RALPH
WASZAK AND KIM KAPPEL ON THEIR KAPPA SKI AXO LAVAUEMNO. HEY RALPH,
YOU CAN RUN BUT YOU CANT HIDE

ANY
S CASSETTE

KAPPA SIGMA
THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA SIGMA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE FOLLOWING BROTHERS ON THEIR DECEMBER
ORAOUATION:
TONY OIAIMO
PAULLANGEVIN
MEL O'BRIEN
JIM REGAN
RANDY ROOF
GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR FUTURES; WE
WBJ. MS* YOU GUYS

|

Kathy Momar
Happy 20th Birthday'
I hope Sunday morning ws can say
' I had the Beet Time Lsst Night!"
Lets CetobrMelH Laura
KM LONG,
Your birthday wtah a aoon to be hare.
For twenty one wa appaarl
So al let's celebrate. II buy you a shot
Chuok-thle rhyming etuff
Youl have a happy drunken Brthoay snywey
Luv. Kathy
K0»
HAPPY BIRTHDAY aMearty
Hope you have a WHOLE LOTTA fun celebrating the big 22! OOOO LUCK onoxama Helm

GREEKS:
ITS NOT TOO LATE TO ENTERI
GET YOUR ROCK ALIKE REGISTRATION
TO ALPHA SIGMA PM

UNDA.
THANK YOU FOR BEMG YOU! ILL MSS
YOU
LOVE, DARRYL

Present this coupon and
receive any single cassette
or LP up to $9.98 value for
$6.99. Coupon not valid
with other offers.
EXPIRES 12/20/88

i
H

ANY <&&& Sz
COMPACT «^J^
DISC
*v'0*

Present this coupon and
receive any single album
compact disc for $11.99.
Coupon not valid with
^J
other offers.

FM88.1

U.I.C.

*

12/20/88

w

Gift
Certificates
available in
any amount
'**4CT
403 S. AAAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN/FINDLAY

4

s

128 N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN/B.O.

OPEN 7 DAYS

OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT TONGHT AND TOMORROW
Mon.-Thun. 10 onv» pm Mon.-Thurt » om-10 pm
Frl.-Sot. 10 om-10 pm
Frl.-Sot. » om-12 pm
Sundays Noon-5 pm
Sundays 11 am-7 pm

Join Mike Relnhart & Jeff Ingalls
Frl. & Sat. at 7:25 on
WBG^FM M^^wllncj GW^Sport. Le.de._J

J#

OHIO'S LARGEST SELECTION OF COMPAC DISCS .Sfl

Cont. on page 12.

ILLINOIS-CHICAGO AT BOWLING GREEN

L

EXPIR

99 §
I

£ "Your Music Library" §

FOLLOW THE FALCONS EVERY WEEKEND
WITH

* Early check-In and late check-out times
•Continental Breakfast
'Coffee available 24 hours

Advance raeervsflone reoue-ed and
areeeM MM aXJaV B af onadt-ai

Hey MARIBETH
Sat you wet be 23. one more year older and
one more year wiser? Even though Houston
bet I sta Maya.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
RUSS

Gamma Phi • SAE • Gamma Phi • SAE
The Gemma Phi Bete pledge claaa would axe to
thank the SAE'a tor our wonderful kissing carnational

par raghl tor • ekigM or a double room

Includes:

Happy 21st Birthday
Ho» Doty!
Love. Mom t Dad * Danny

Love,

EDWARD SHULTZ
CONGRATS ON BEING ELECTED PRESIDENT
OF DELTA UPSILONI I KNOW YOU'LL DO A
GREAT JOB! GOOD LUCK ON FINALS. LOVE.
NANCY

BEST WESTERN _

$21.*

HAPPY 1*01 BIRTHDAY DOUO!
DB Thought I'd wish a apecaa Mend GOOD
LUCK in whatever you do. You've atwsys been
there for me-lhenx lor understanding I'l always remember our mender* AND -redhead
beaebel player. Harvey, "shoulder pads
typewrftertafcs. huge, missed classii. and
sleep'
Take care. Chuckle.

Dan Harris
Congratuiationa! It's graduation time. So its
celebration lane I'm reefy looking forward to
the future'I love you!
Laurie

EXAM SPECIAL

|tad*0>n»V mmS wSac trmai

8

B

Aauuughi!!-We need a reefy oooi non- amoklng
mate roommate to auplsaaa lor spring semester Phone 363 6358

Sunday, Dec. 4 thru Thursday, Dec. 8
Sunday, Dec. 11 thru Thursday, Dec. J 5
Study and Relax In the privacy
of /our own room at

(located acroM from Harshman Dorm)

OREYHOUNO CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
DEC. IS
BG 10 Cleveland non-etop 4 1 5
To Elyna 8 36 PM arrival
To Rapid Station 7 10 PM arrival
To Cleveland Stetlon 7 30 emvel
To Mapto Heights 8 PM arrival
RETURNfIG JAN 8 • CALL 353-6982

Lore Ye'

•DQ-PI Kapp-DQ'PI Kspp'
Congratulations to Lome Conner and Greg
Stowe* on your recent lavaaering You guys are
greetl
Love. Angle

• KKG KANA RYAN KKGCongratulations on your
Sigma Alpha E paeon Paining to
Tim Church ol Northwestern

J5.00 Off with this
coupon at The Wave
363-WAVE
With Kim Only

• KKG Meanda Messbarger KKG*
Congrahastlons on your induction mto
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA HONORARY!

R

^}^^J|»^^^l^^^^^^;

Classifieds
Cont. from page 11.
KKO • KKQ • KKQ
Nancy Bneun
Laura Cham. Paige NWioHon
Amy SOW, I Hther Brady
Jenny Strutters
I'm proud to ba pert ol such an sweeome Kappa
fame,
Qood luck on finals and nave a graal break
Lov*,Ju*s

,

UVE CCHA HOCKEY ACTION ON MM
UIC AT BOWUNG QREEN
7:28 Ft* * SAT
•8.1FMWSOU

Local Insurance agency naada student to assist with property appraising pro)acl. Student must ba abla to communlcata with tha
public and nan a car. 16.00 an hr. Call Co-op
at 2-2481 for into.
LOV1NG COUPLE WISHES TO ADOPT WHITE
NFANT WE ARE HAPPILY MARRIED AND
HAVE PLENTY Of LOVE AND FINANCIAL SECURITY. WE WILL PROVIDE YOUR BABY
WITH A BEAUTIFUL FUTURE EXPENSES
PAP CALL US COLLECT 51 3-232-8024
MEDITATION AND CREATIVE VISUALIZATION, FOR RELAXATION. POSITIVE THtNKt*3. RIDOINO OF HABITS, ETC $10 A SESSION. CALL 363 7423
MERRY CHMSTMAS UAA
Don'l forget our Chrtetme* oaeh on Friday,
Dacambar Oth at 7:30 PM In MHali Alumni
Center Remember your "Whlta Elephant" gm.
and your rad and green'
Moneel Antlcc*
Thanka lor the graal Hma at my data party. Evan
though II was No 76 |Ha-Hal) ma waa definitelythaBESTonaM
' Oat payenad-Don'l tool' *
-Suaan
PS ttow* the Su*-cup?
Mick Payne and Tacoa avary Sunday

atoi
Eaay Uatanlng Music al Stingers Cala
M*XE POLLOCK
You're latter, you're uglier
And now you're 21 tool
Happy Birthday FAT (lace)
Lova.Kalh
NEXT SEMESTER ' NEXT SEMESTER
MY DOCK
Next semester DRY DOCK wH feature a semiformal Thais right SEMI-FORMAL Which
means no leans, sweats, or snorts wal be per
mtltedl So bring back your formal wear after
Chrlatmaa Break
DRY DOCK
NEXT SEMESTER ' NEXT SEMESTER

-

.

NEXT SEMESTER ' NEXT SEMESTER
DRYDOCK
Next semester DRY DOCK wH feature a semiformal. Thais right SEMI-FORMAL Which
means no leans, sweets, or shorts will ba permitted' So bring back your formal wear after
Christmas Break
DRYDOCK
NEXT SEME8TER ■ NEXT SEMESTER
NEXT SEMESTER - NEXT SEMESTER
DRYDOCK
Next semester DRY DOCK win feature a semlformal That's right SEMI-FORMAL Which
means no leans, sweats, or shorts wtl ba permitted' So bring back your formal wear altar
Chrietmee Break,
a
DRYDOCK
NEXT SEMESTER • NEXT SEMESTER

NEXT SEMESTER ' NEXT SEMESTER
DRYDOCK
Next Semester DRY DOCK wal feature a semiformal That's right SEMI-FORMAL. Which
maane no leant, awaata or ahorta will ba
permitted! So bring back your lormal wear
■Z< after Chrlatmaa Break.
DRYDOCK
■I-.'
NEXT SEMESTER ■ NEXT SEMESTER
NEXT SEMESTER ■ NEXT SEMESTER
DRYDOCK
Next aemeater DRY DOCK w* feature a aemitormol That's right SEMI-FCRMAL VtreCh
means no leans, sweets, or shorts wM ba permuted! So bring back your formal wear after
Chrtetmea Break
DRYDOCK
NEXT SEMESTER ■ NEXT SEMESTER
NEXT SEMESTER- NEXT SEMESTER
DRYDOCK
Next Semester DRY DOCK arl feature a aamllormal That's right SEMI-FORMAL Which
means no teens, sweats, or shorts wi be permitted! So bring back your formal wear after
Christmas Break
DRYDOCK
NEXT SEMESTER ' NEXT SEMESTER

■
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NEXT SEMESTER ' NEXT SEMESTER
DRYDOCK
Next aemeeler DRY DOCK wH feature a aamlformal. There right SEMI-FORMAL Which
means no leans, sweats, or ahorta w* be per
netted! So bring back your formal wear after
Christmas Break
DRYDOCK
NEXT SEMESTER ■ NEXT SEMESTER

O
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.
;

NEXT SEMESTER • NEXT SEMESTER
DRYDOCK
Next eemeeter DRY DOCK wi feature a semiformel That's right SEMI-FORMAL Which
means no leans, sweats, or shorts win be permitted' So bring back your lormal wear after
Chrletmea Break.
DRYDOCK
NEXT SEMESTER ■ NEXT SEMESTER

:-.

s

NEXT SEMESTER • NEXT SEMESTER
DRYDOCK
Next eemeeter DRY DOCK wB feature a sem.formal That's right SEMI-FORMAL Which
meana no wens, awaata, or ahorta wal ba parnutted' So bring back your formal wear after
Christmas Break
DRYDOCK
I-.
NEXT SEMESTER ' NEXT SEMESTER

'*'•;■
?»*
B
;•_
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MEXT SEMESTER - NEXT SEMESTER
DRYDOCK
Next eemeeler DRY DOCK win feature a semi
formal That's right SEMI-FORMAL Which
meana no leans, awaata, or ahorta srl ba p*»mitted' So bring back you formal wear alter
Chnst as Break
DRYDOCK
latXT SEMESTER • NEXT SlaaMTER
SOUfRRELTALKISCOMINOIII
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No 1 Goober
The BIO 20 •finely here
And It's starting to show In your rear
The wrlnklee are forming around your ayes
That mual ba the reason you have no male ra-

SUZANNE KELLY
CongratuWIonel We started out together, and
even though we dUn'l smell together. 4 yyars
la am 4 years. Thanka for being tha beat roomLove. Laurie

Love. Goober No.2
Oh my goah! Can you b
Ron Fnu Is finely greoUsttng?
Hard to believe, but it's true!
Good luck «i your ob
search. Out PLEASE don'l
go fooler away!
Hove you

OOMPAl.k.s.HERS*E,
Damn those cows!
I went you here with ma!
Hope your Christmas Is special'
Love, endy Lou Who
Psrrysburg Inn snd Cafe Special Student
Monthly, Weekly Rale. SIS per mght, Irvroom
movies end HBO. M0S4 N. Dixie Highway at
M75 * Rt 25. aH-STS-SMl
O: WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
A: A PRESENTATION TO CHANGE THE WAY
YOU TMNK ABOUT AMERICA.
0:WHENISITCO*a»lO?
A: NEXT SEMESTER.
SPONSORED BY:
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
•LACK STUDENT UNION
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION
SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
WOMEN FOR WOMEN
Q: WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
KNOWS.
Q: WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
•LACK STUDENT UNION KNOWS.
O: WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION KNOWS.
ft WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
SOCIOLGOY DEPARTMENT KNOWS
Q: WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
WOMEN FOR WOMEN KNOWS
AMERICAN PICTURES
IS COMING NEXT SEMESTER.
QUESTION
Have you ever seen a wasted
JILL MUNDORFF?
ANSWER:
You wH on Wednesday-Dec. 141
Happy (soon to belBlrthday Jl
RITA EILEEN SCHAFER
GOOD LUCK ON YOUR FIRST FINALS!
[Can't wait to watch the bel drop on
New Veer's Eve'I
ROCKAUKE
ROCK ALIKE
GREEKS TAKE A STAND
ANOSINGI
ROCKAUKE
ROCKAUKE
Rusty Nu
M*e snd Founder Love You. son
Evan If you get Wo H on me couch!
(YAK ATTACK)
Your Two ENSLs
Shslu Shalwsnl
Juat give me some money, honey,
And buy me a used car.
Re* me in some green becks babe.
And buy me clrinka at the bar
Oiriewoutd come and girls would go.
But YOU had the money lo blow1
Thank you for everything.
Lady No 1
Pest. PreeentJ Future
Me CC
PS. I don't think Deon would appreciate what
you wrote about him in the letter.
SHELLY VANFOSSEN
Juat wanted to say that I'm vary happy (not
glad) that you and I are beet buddies again'
Hey, If we cm survive al we've been through,
then we can survive just about anything! Thenks
lor everything, end have en awesome X-maa
break!
LoveYa!
UM
PS Qood luck on your finals, youII do fusl
greet! Congrats on rush chairman!
Shafy. Chris. Gretchen, t Jan.
To my paeudo-roommatee.
thank you so much lor an awesome semeeterl I
don't know how you've managed lo put up with
me al this hme. but I know you guys love me
anyway! Have a greet X-maa break, and Qretchen. we "I do lunch'
Love ya. Use
SMff'PMMU-SIOEP-PHIMU
SkjEpa.
Roses are red
Violets are blue
Were psyched tor the X-maa X-chenge
Hope you are tool
ThePhlMus
PtS MU'SKl EP'PHI MU'SKI EP
SMAK
We both reebe it's difficult to end tour and a
heil years so quickly by fighting. See me on Friday and let's teat Ike sdutts and not Bee cMdren. Maybe wa can coma to a compromise
and better our ritatlons. It would mean a to) to
the both ol us
HOWIE
SPRaNQ BREAK
NASSAU-PARADISE ISLAND
FROM S209.00
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
ROUNDTRIP AIR, TRANSFERS. 7 NIGHTS
HOTEL.
BEACH PARTIES. FREE LUNCH, CRUISE.
FREE
ADMISSION TO NIGHTCLUBS. TAXES t
MORE"
CANCUN PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLEIM
ORGANIZE SMALL GROUP, EARN FREE
TRsPI
1 800-231 01 13 OR (203| 867-3330

SueALaura
You two are the greatest roommataa and
frtende anyone could aek tori Let's team to ignore stupid Ha* quirks, and enjoy my last
semester hare. Wa had an aweeome
r -let's make the next one even better!
Love. Ranee

TAFtOTREADtNGS S4
CALL 363-7423

Teensler and vTcketor.
Tonight is the night
You wra get your glfta by caridteeght
Chrlatmes songs snd hoedey cheer
But theee graduating Sig Eps won'l
be serving beer
Dad and Sholotaaiw*; make you amis
Gifts snd wine and our classy style
Thle tall, so tat'* have fun
Since your Sig Ep elves are
going to the aun
Shot and Dad
Thank you to eB who helped at tha
Sunshine Children's Home Xmae Patty:
BETH ACKERMAN-BETH APITZ-JENNY
BICKNELL-LAURA BLAIR-SUSAN DOEPKER-ANN DORICH-JUUE BRUNER-BETH
ANNE HA08TROM-MICHELLE HOFFEEMATT PLY80N-SHERI REED-BRENDA
WARDEN
end with a very specie I thenks to:
COLLEEN BOOAN-JANE FBHER-LYNETTE
ROSENOARTEN
Tha O.S.E.A. Service Committee
The Brothers ol PI Kapps Phi would eke to vrtsh
everyone a Merry Christmas and a sate and
Happy New Yeer. Good Luck on llnele
The slaters of Alpha Chi Omega congratulate
KIM KAPPEL on her Kappa Sigma tavaaertng to
RALPH WASZAK
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA OMICRON PI WISH
EVERYONE GOOD LUCK ON FINALS! STUDY,
8TU0V. 8TUDYIII
Tina. Trudy, Ciebbie. and X roommate.
Aunt Marilyn (he.ha.hs) and Aunl Flora (brandy)
would like to extend to you the warmest
Season s Greetlngel Qood Luck on finale1
Tat the season to be lorry
We've decorated the houae with hoty
We've trimmed the bee,
And wrapped our girts
Now we're ready lor our hoaoay beU!
Tonight at 7.00
We wH be together
Slaters we wH be FOREVER!
MERRY CHRISTMAS PHI MUSI
ToChriitlne.CcJleen.M.ribeth
When I first met you three you seemed O K But
the more I learned the more I wonder. Al that
leugha-ig has to mean something. I hope!
RM
To the flve new wonderful
Order of Omega members
PAM MONASTRA
MONICA MONASTRA
ANITA EMMERTH
DIANE LUNKA
SUSAN VAN DONSEL
CONGRATULATIONS!
Love, Your Phi Mu Sisters

Need one lamals student tor second aemeater
tor two bedroom lour student apartment near
campus 353-8900 or 362-7386

24 INCH COLOR ZENITH CONSOLE T V . 8
FOOT COFFEE TABLE (EXCELLENT QUARTERS TABLEI). ANO PHONEMATE ANSWER
ING MACHINE CALL ANDY 352-6880 BEFORE 8:00 PM (WILL DELIVER TV AND
TABLE TO BUYERS'! AFFORDABLE PRICES1

NEEDED 1 ROOMMATE lo sublease kje 2
bdrm. apt $ 185 s month. Own room. Cal Chris
at 362-1388

79 AMC Concord
Station Wagon with AC $800
352-5461.

Need meat roommete to subnets lor Spring
»146 a mo Cal 353-6947

Needed: Female nMenfnate tor Spring
Semester. Class to Campus 1100 a mo. phis
one-third of utIIHIee. Cell Sue at 352-79*1

1 female roommate wanted Spring Semester
Close lo campus. Nicely furnished. Cal Teresa
353-7226
1 lernate roommate, can move In anytime. Big
apartment, vary dose to campus
Call
353-3679
1 male needed to sublease at Ridge Manor-VERY close to campus. S120 per month Cal
363-4276
1 male roommate to sublease apartment
810 Fifth St Apt. 11, needed lor spring semmstsr Offering S7S to take lease Cal Bruce
after 4:00 PM 353-4111
1 mala
iste deeperatety needed, own
room, quiet, only 1140.00 a month. Call
35K148.
1 ron smoking female roommate wented $ 150
s mo Free Heet. Own Room 353 8625
1 non-smoking male roommate needed to sublease 2 bdrm apt. spring sem 4th St., Iree
heat end water. 8108 a Sao. Cal 353-4674
1 iiwiariioklno female to sublsaai Fifth SI. apt.
for spring aemaalaf Furnished 8620 a semeeterCel 353-6029 or878-2441 Beth
1 OR 2 MALES NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM APT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER
I'LL PAY FOR THE FIRST
MONTHI $ 150 PER MONTH PLUS ELECTRIC
353-7251
I roommate to subleese spt $150 s month, no
rani deposit. Dec. and May paid. 1 bdrm.. cal
after 3 PM 354-4026

For Sale Heed ska. 205s. $100 w« negotiete.Msie 362-5786

l»3ommete needed Immediately! Shar* targe
house very doe* to campus with 2 other*, a
bird and cat: Your own room atao! $160 e
month plus unities 3540286

TVed of tying in a dump? M-F roommete wanted Own room A bathroom Many extras. No
deposits 5 negotiable lease length 354-1386

Grad Senior needs to get rid ol apartment acceeeonee- couch, bedroom set. kltchen-weer.
wide variety For further Info Cal 364-2183,
w stop by 615 Eighth St No 4

Want rent money?
Female non smoking grad-needs noueing from
Jen untl mid March Cal Otana 353 7351

Two bedroom iumlshed apt.
Pool-Laundry cheep rent.
Call 353-5B49

New Sheridan PGP Patntbal Gun
$100. Mike 372-3377

ONE MALE ROOMMATE TO SUBLEASE
VILLAGE QREEN APT SPRING SEMESTER
NEW CARPET. NEW FURN . SWIM POOL
SI4B A MO PLUS UTIL
CAL ARTE
353-3378 PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE

WANTED
One male roommate for Spring aemeater In
Bread new apartment on South College 1111
PER mONTH Plus electric Cal Rob et
353-6988
WANTED
DESPERATELY SEEKING 1 NON-SMOKING
MALE ROOMMATE TO TAKE OVER LEASE
FOR SPRING SEMESTER CALL KEVIN AT
364-4822

Wanted 1 -2 Female* to subleese targe apartment, own room. Cal Lee Ann 353-6474

RIDEYOURBIKETHISWINTERONA SATURA
WIND TRAINER. LIKE NEW. ASKING $46
354-2015

SECRET SANTAS

Technics stereo system-Must See!
50 Waft receiver cassette deck
3-way speakers $300 353-7920

FOR RENT

WANTED:
1 lemaie roommete lor spring semster. Cose to
campus 2 bdrm. Iumlshed Can move in soon
as posset. Cal 353-7227 ask lor Loren

Assortment of Houses
Duplexes end Apartments
Avertable for second semester
Call Now'
John Newtove Real Estate

Wanted 1 female roommate to share, large. 2
bdrm. furnished apt lor spring semester Own
room, bath and a half. $ 150 per mo No depoen Cal anytime, Uaa 363-6493!

354-2280

WANTED: 2 nonamoktng lemales to sublease 2
bedroom apt Close to Campus. Cal 353-6742
after 5 00
WANTED: 2 FEMALE SUSLEASERS. TO TAKE
OVER SPRING SEMESTER IN LARGE,
NfCELY FURNISHED APARTMENT. FIRST
MONTH'S RENT FREE. IF INTERESTED, CALL
353-7511. ASK FOR CHRISTINA OR LINDA.
Wanted lemaie to sublease Spring 89. Own
room. Manvrle and Ctough S150 a mo util incl
Ask lor Use 353-4217
Wanted: One lemaie roommate needed to sublease for Sprlno -Close to Campus.
353-4079
Wanted: Remale roommete to share big house
Avaaalble Nov 6, S126 a mo Pay he* of utlltles Cal 352-4952 Irom 7:30 - 3:00 or
353 6664 after 3:00
We need a fourth, Nonemoko female
$875 plus etoc cal 353-2989

Apt.

ATTENTION ■ HIRING! Government Jobs - your
area
$17,840 - $69,486
Call
602-838-8885. EXT J 4244
Coesge etudent with own car to assist professional (amity After school, nights, and weekenda. Beginning Jan. 1989. Education major
wll enjoy this opportunity 419-874-2121

"Help me-PLEASE"
I DESPERATELY NEED A FEMALE TO SUBLEASE A VILLAGE QREEN APARTMENT,
ONLY $105 A MONTH. CALL KIM NOW AT
363-3589
^^^^^^
1 - 2 roommate* needed lor large 2 bedroom
apl Call Mike or Don at 353- 7006
1 bedroom untum.. available for sublease
Jan.-July Rent negotiable Leave message al
354-1413.
1 bedroom apt lor aublaa*e for Spring Semes
tor. $300 e month Dennis 353-4764 alter 9
PM
1 lemaie needed to sublease Iumlshed two
bedroom ept. on 5th SI Call 353-6048 or
3853359
1 female needed to rent 3 bedroom apt. Phi
Del House. Cal 353-5069. ask lor Jim
1 male roommate needed to sublease during
Spring Semester. Own bedroom. $150 per
monthauttl Cal354 2747

GOVERNMENT JOBS! $18,037 to $89,405.
Immediate l*lng! Your area Cal (Refundable)
1-518-459 3611 EXT. F 1535A for Federal
Uat 24 Hn>.

1 OH 2 PEOPLE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE A 1
BDRM FURN 3 BLKS FROM CAMPUS $280
PLUS UTIL CALL 353-7128 LEAVE MESSAGE
1 or 2 people to subleese apt
353-8937
1 ROOMMATE
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
RENT $585 A SEMESTER
CALL 363-3898 ANYTIME
1 subteesers needed lor spring semester 401
S Enterprise Apt. B $145 per month Cal Dennls st 352-6722

Live end travel wtth professional famey for 3-8
months Beginning Feb 1989 Help care lor 3
school age children. Ivltrxmum 2 yr». coesge
preferred 419 874-2121
LIVE-IN NANNIES
New York s DC. Ians.es need you' $175 e $360 week, room $ board, airfare, health Insurance, car and more Over 21. Cal The Car
tig Tree 803-271-2289
Need extra cash lor the holiday' Highly motivated energetic Individuals needed to M waiter,
wertress, floor wetter, and cashier poeitions. at
a high energy reghtclub. Car pooling aveHeble
Qood way to earn extra money. Apply at Buttons Tuee thru Sun sfter8 30PM
Nursing Assistants 100 sign-up bonus New
wage rates, compensation baaed on experience. Those interested In s health care career
apply in one of the erees finest nursing homee
Benefits Included: Insurance, sick, vacation,
hoedey pay plus tuition reimbursement. Cal
Browning Cere Center. Walervllle. OH
878 8523
OVERSEAS JOSS. 1900-2000 mo. Summer,
Yr. round, all countries. All Held.. Free Into.
Write IJC. PO Bx S2-OH03, Corona Del Mar
CAB2B2S

A female needed to sobteeee Haven House opt
Neat clean rooms, rsesonebie rent. Leave meesage tor Amy 363-5368

Triple A Student Painters looking tor tridrvtduals
who want practical bualnees exp Mual be hardworking Poeitions tor branch mgra. Available
across Mich . ind A Ohio. Earn between
$5,000 $10,000. Pick up application al Student Employment Office or contact Steve et
313-263-6080

Babysitter needed mrnaraBtely
2 children 10 PM lo 7 AM
Cal for more information
893-4788 (Meumee)

1 or 2 lemales roommates needed to subleese
2 bedroom spacious apl spring semester. Furnished not far from campus Cal 353-388S
Plea** help! I need to minster

Get Your Fool In the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES thai bring the interviews
Don't take chances on less- vVE DO IT RIGHT!
Klnko's 364-3877.

Wanted: Gnl cooks, metre seas, cashiers
Exceeent opeonunlty tor growth and advancement Apply In person at Union 76 Truck Stop
atSt.RI 18aridl-76lnNorm [Baltimore. OH
Wented: Kitchen mar with experience. Excel
lent opportunity for secure posrtton and lenome
Apply m person at Union 76 Truck Stop al St.
Rt. 1Bem!l-75t*xm Baltimore. OH

FOR SALE

2 BDRM APT FOR SUBLEASE
QASMCL
CALL BARB 353-7243
2 bedroom Iumlshed ept located does to campus on E Merry Col 353 7046
2 bedrooms lor sublease on Wooslsr
Next to campus

363-6042
Apartment lor rent 2 bedroom grad. students
preferred $350 including utatlee. 352-3826
after 5 PM: 362-5297 anytime
APARTMENT- fully furnished, great location
1 or 2 roometee needed. 1145/month tor
spring semester. call today. Be aura to ask
tor Todd 353-1211.
CHEAP CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Female needed to subleese apt on Scott Hamilton lor spring semester. $123 a month plus
electric Cal Kely at 353-3038 or 353-2125
Efficiency for subleese Close to campus.
quiet Cal evenings 353-8437.
For RentRoom lor Non-Smoking
Sem 352 5820

Male

Spring

Ann Sower
Today kith* big day
Issylssylll
You wH meet the
charming, ovaoie author
behind these peges
ol the BG News thai
I do hide.

BQ New* Boss Lady:
Today's the day we meet.
I know ft'l be a (reel
After * long herd day,
it's time lor you to play.
So meet me tonight at Bentley's Bar
And don't (al aaleep In your cer.
Be there precieety al four,
I promise I won't be e bore.
CINDY VC*NOVICH
ROSES ARE RED.
POINSETTIASARETOO!
YOUR SECRET SANTA'S AN ANIMAL
MOO! MOO! MOO'
LUSTFULLY YOURS
EMMY DODGER » LYNN WOERTZ,
I'M HAPPY TO SAY, YOUR SECRET SANTA
IS ME
I DIDN'T THINK I COULD FOOL YOU
BUT I DID, HOW SURPRISED YOU MUST BE!
HAVE A QREAT CHRISTMAS AND BREAK
REST UP FOR NEXT SEMESTER.
FIVE MONTHS OF CELEBRATING SEEMS
REALISTIC-WH AT DO YOU THINK?
(REMEMBER-NO WHISKEY, NO SHOTS.)
LOVE YOU BOTH,
YOUR SANTA. KAY

GOOBER
JUST WANT YOU TO KNOW I'M STILL THttKING ABOUT YOU. ALWAYS HOPE TO SEE
YOU OVER BREAK HAVE A VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS
LOVE.
YOUR SECRET SANTA

This Is the tast one-eo now I must reveal who I*
behind al of the** doty Joke* But first I wish
you a Marry Chnsimes and a Happy New Year
OK for the truth, people know me aa Scribes
•rid my initiate era L.S.7? See you al Bentley's
st 4
JOEWASSEM
Today at 4.00 youl meet your fate
Too bad you're not good enough
lor me to date.
II promiee no mor* Joke*
Or no more pone.
Just tot* and lots
olHotdayFunl
-Sacral Santa
P.S. Wal maybe * law wisecracks, with you
wound I oan't heap rrrysoU
Kay. Kay today la your day
For your Secret Santa to wtah you
Merry Christmee In *v*ry way

Laura Ftemke Tonight's the night lor your Secret Santa rovetattonl Hope It's worth the well'
So put on your beet, ceuee tonight won't be
axe thereat!"
See you around 8:00---Lov* youl

S.S.

For Rent: Semester 9mo. 12mo. lease 2 bdrm.
lorn apt. VSJage Oman Apt*. Cal after 2:00
354-3533
Free room end board tor
bebysltong. No weekenda
362-2287
Houaee A epartmenta dose to campus tor
summer 1989 and 1988-1990 school year
1-267-3341
Need 1-2 female roommates Houae on Woo*.
tor St Own roomie). R*nt-$120/moea S low
uH. Needed immed Cal Kim at 352-2834
evenings » Waekande

1878 Mercury Monarch Good ConOton Low
Imlee lejr»great 8660 Cal 363-7132

Need a piece ol your own?
Dec grad seeks * lubliesir for tuty lumtahed
efficiency Al utsrttes plus cable 1 HBO induded m rent Cal Jodl at 362-1520 exl 236
after 5 PM

UVE CCHA HOCKEY ACTION ON W»OU
LUC AT BOWLING QREEN
7 25FRIASAT
8S.1 FM WBGU

1981 Detaun280Z-X
T tops-loaded Blue a Silver
Must Sal 856-3393

Need one lemaie student for eecond aemeeler
for two bedroom four etudent epertment new
campus 353-8900 or 352-7365

BBsta-FaiieelB; nsoeajiieaa wansad to eubJeeee
A.8.A.P. at houae on Wooater Close to campee. Own bedroom with private bath. Cell
Cindy ooBset (I HI II2-747B

1981 Plymouth
Rune Greet Looks Good. $550 or best offer
0*8363-6637

NEEDED: 1 MALE RMTE. FOR SPRING SEM.
FOR AFT. ON 4TH ST. $125 MO. PLUS LOW
UTK_ CALL SOONI MkXE OH JEFF AT
SfU-eOSS. RENT PAID UP TO JAN. 'II.

NEED 3 MALES TO SHAPC APT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CHEAP RENTI FREE HEATI CALL
362-5002

2 Advent Loud Speeksrs $100
Cal 353-6824 to leaven

Needed. 1 -2 lemaie roommate* Close lo cam
pue
Free heal. Reoeonabto rent. Can
363-8813

COOL roommate needed to share trailer aval
ASAP S200 a mo. bid. uH. No Leaael No
smokers pllSUl 363-4825

AMYIAJ
SORRY I HAVE NOT SEEN MUCH OF THE
TWO OF YOU THIS SEMESTER STILL THINKING ABOUT YOU. ALWAYS. HOPE YOU HAVE
THE MERRIEST OF A CHRISTMAS
LOVE.
YOUR SECRET SANTA

ADAM T STERLE
Secret Santa Day la finely here! Whet suspense! You've been so patient! Today at
4 00-you know the place. 1*1 "reveal" myself lo
you as if you don't know me so wel by now'

1 male roommate needed
tor big apt
353-8937

Attention Cleveland Area Studenta:
Need a Christmas Job and Faat Cash? Earn up
to S300 a day. No experience needed. Call
372-5339

Wanted.
2 lemaie roommate* needed lor spring semester Nice 2 bedroom apt Free heat, tow etoctrlc. swimming pool $12Bamonlh 353-3939

P.C. Workmate compact, mob** workstation.
two aiding shelves. Like new
$110.
372-6911

WANTED 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
COMFORTABLe APARTMENT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CALL COLLECT FOR MORE DETAILS: 1-878-2462

1 roommate tor houae
Scott Hamilton and High $ 100 a mo
Cal 352-8832

Atlenlon Dec. Grsds
Wanted: person to rent race
1 bedroom ept with car port in
Flndtoy- -block next to Marathon
Low rent - ws* lo work
Cal 422-3714 after 5 30
AiaaatiU Dec. 17 (flexible)

One roommate needed Free heet Campus
Manor No security deposit required Cal
3535954
^^
Roommate needed lo sublease apt dose to
campus Low rant. Immediate possession
363-5850

HELP WANTED

1 female roommate needed to rent house on
Menvtee. couple houses down from Marts 4
other females ere steady renting You wH neve
your own room. Nicely furnished Please cal
Ksthy 353-5058

One remele needed to subleeis s two bedroom
epertment tor eecond eemeeler Close to cam
l cal 353-8924 or 1-878-2261

FOR SALE
196 7 MUSTANG GOOD CONDITION
RUNS GREAT CALL 352-7891

WANTED
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NON-SMOKER OVIfN
BEDROOM FREE UTILTITES. CALL 353-3939

Nsw 2 bdrm One and a hell bams, stovs. refrigerator, dishwasher Included Aval, xnme
matery 364-2260

THE DAY IS FINALLY HERE
WHEN YOUR SECRET WILL APPEAR
BENTLEY'S WILL BE THE PLACE
WHEN I GET TO SEE YOUR BEAUTIFUL FACE
SO USA, USA BE THERE AT FOUR
SO YOU WBJ. BE CONFUSED NEVER MORE I
LOVE. YOUR SECRET SANTA

ROBHRADEK,
SORRY YOU HAVE TO WATT
UNTIL TONIGHT IS IT A OATE?
BENTLEY'S AT FOUR
YOUR SANTA WILL COME THRU THE DOOR
TOMCONTEDONTBELATE
TONTTE'S ENCOUNTER WILL SURELY BE
GREATYOUR SECRET SANTA THBvKS YOU'RE
TOPS
AND WANTS TO CELEBRATE WITH A LITTLE
SCHNAPPA
GET READY FOR A NWHT OF FUN
SALES REPS TOGETHER UNITED AS ONE
HOLIDAY CHEER ANO LOTS OF BEER
WHO AM I YOU ASK? TOWTE YOU WILL
HEARII

SENIORS — IT'S NOT TOO LATE
The final senior portrait session for The 1989 KEY will begin Monday, January 16.
Call for an appointment before break.

The KEY — 2-8086

P.S. December grade — don't forget to pick up y°ur

19es

KEY before you leave!
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Parents' divorce affects students
by Judy Immd
After seeing his parents divorced and
remarried, junior Brent Wallace has a cynical philosphy about the institution of marriage.
"Love is like a hot bath - the longer you
stay in, the colder it gets," he said.
Wallace, a chemistry major, does expect
to be married one day, although he also
expects to be divorced.
Wallace is among thousands of students
whose parents are divorced.
But after a rapid rise in national divorce
rates from 1960 to 1980, divorce figures
have been leveling off in the last few years,
according to figures from the National
Center for Health Statistics.
The Vital Statistics Report summarizing
1986 showed 2.4 percent of Americans
were divorced in that year alone, adding up
to 1.16 million people.
This was a 2 percent decrease from the
1985 figure, and resulted in the lowest divorce rate since 1975, according to the report.
The leveling off of the divorce rate has
not been dramatic — in most cases, only a
percentage point up or down each year.
The U.S. divorce rate is still high in comparison to other countries, said David
Weis, associate professor of home economics and teacher of a marriage and family
class.
"After World War II, divorce rates began
to skyrocket," Weis said. "At one time, divorce rates were such that one-third of the
population could have expected to be divorced some time. The 1980s trend is
more stable, although it is still high." Al-

"Love ts like a hot bath the longer you stay in,
the colder It gets."
— Brent Wallace
though many Americans are divorced at
some point in their lives, about 80 percent
of these men and women remarry, Weis
said.
"As a culture, we like marriage. About
93 percent of the population marries, and
my impression from students is that they
are pro-marriage also," he said.
Alfred DeMaris, assistant professor of
sociology, agreed the students in his marriage class are also pro-marriage.
"If their parents are divorced, they are
convinced they have learned from their
parents' mistakes and will be able to make
marriage work," he said.
Tammy Sharpe, sophomore education
major, said although each of her parents
have been through three marriages each,
she would still like to be married some day.

"I want to get married, but I think I will
be very careful in choosing the right guy
the first time," she said.
"And if I do get divorced, I don't think I
would remarry," she added.
Michelle Hellman, sophomore fashion
merchandising major, said her mother has
been divorced twice.
"The divorces have changed my ideas of
marriage. I think, but I'm still going to get
married. I'm going to be very selective
about who I marry though," she said.
Roman Carek, director of the University
Counseling Center, said students usually
do not come for counseling specifically because of their parents' divorce, but divorce
is many times part of another problem.
"A divorce can be a part of a bigger
problem students are coping with and can
lead to a feeling of being anchorless. Also,
sometimes these students will!; much
more affected by a break-up with their boyfriend or girlfriend because their feelings
of loss and abandonment come back," he
said.
However, each individual experiences
their parents' divorce in their own way, he
added. Some would shy away from marriage themselves, while others would feel
they can learn from their parents' mistakes.
"I think that students need to realize
they make choices. Divorce isn't inherited
and just because their parents divorce
doen't mean their relationships will fall
apart too," Carek said. Although no formal
research has been done on whether people's views of marriage change when they
see their parents or friends' parents divorce, most people are probably affected in
some way, Weis said.
But he said the biggest impact of today's
■See Divorce, page 4.

Society has created fear of divorce
for those planning future marriages
by Pean Ftory
In recent years divorce has taken on a more negative connotation that goes far
beyond two people breaking-up a marriage. If s aftermath can tear families apart
and turn friends into enemies.
Lori Guyton, senior visual communication technology major, describes it as, "a
long period of confusion that is very negative." This may seem like a typical response, but it takes on a new importance since the 23-year-old is planning to marry
within the next few years. It seems as though the fear of divorce is forcing future
marrying couples to rethink the traditional roles of marriage.
Cuyton says society tries to dictate one kind of marriage and any other is unacceptable. She and her boyfriend have discussed this problem. "We've talked about
the definition that society has made of marriage - where two people become one
and you lose your identity. We don't want to go through that We want to both be
our own selves, yet share at the same time," she said.
Guyton feels that people who have problems after they marry, where none previously existed, are living by society's standards. She says they become possessive
and start to tell each other what they can or can not do. "I feel as long as two people can keep the lines of communication going it will work," she said.
What scares Guyton most about divorce? "The statistics... and I don't want to be
one," she said. In 1986 there were almost 2.5 million marriages, and nearly 1.2 million divorces. It seems people are seriously looking at the statistics.
Many are opting for living together first before they take the big step into marriage because they want to be sure about their partner before making a life-long
commitment "It seems so easy to live with someone and avoid that problem," Guyton said.
Even if problems do occur, Cuyton says a couple has to keep working at it to
make a relationship work. "Before I'd even think about divorce I'd try every possible way to find out what the problem was first" She feels getting help from outside
sources like counselors offers an objective third party that can see both sides of a
situation.
So as couples tread the turbulent waters surrounding marriage, they will find
there are barriers and obstacles they need to deal with before diving in head first.
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Campus Comments
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How do you feel divorce affects children and
their attitudes toward marriage later in life?

\

*

Dan Thoreson. senior marketing
major from Mentor "/ think it affects
them negatively when it intially occurs
because they lose faith in the institution
of marriage. Later it strengthens them
because they see the faults and try to
amid them."

Tatni Swonigan, senior psychology
major from Beavercreek: "As long as
both parents continue to show their
children low and support, I believe that
the children can sail grow up to be
healthy adults."

Michelle Peters, senior psychology
major from Alliance:"/ believe that children of divorce will not take marriage as
seriously when the time comes for their
own marriage. Divorce has a negative effect that snowballs into more divorces
with each generation."

Mitch Kadubodd, junior production
management major from St. Louis, Missouri: "I believe that when the family
unit is broken up the children will become unsure of who they can trust The
children will become leery about their
own marriage in the future."

Professor shares his life experiences
by Nancy Erikson
Although Vermilion, Ohio has been the home of University professor Joseph F. Krauter for 16 years, he has traveled as far away as the Soviet Union.
"I'm a gypsy. I grew up in Pennsylvania but was drafted
for World War II when I was 17. The draft was that young
then so you were yanked out of high school right after you
turned 17.1 ended up spending nine years in the military,"
Joseph F. Krauter, associate professor of political science,
said.
He added that he was first sent to Algeria and then to
Tehran. He said he moved north with the United States
Army to push the Germans north. On this journey, he said
he witnessed a lot of atrocities along the way by both the
enemy and his army mates.
"There were many terrible things done to the Jewish
people, of all the countries that we traveled through and
there were things done to people who opposed Hitler or
Mussolini, but some of most terrible things I ever saw were
done by my own friends in the Army.
"For instance, a lot of the men were young and needed
women — you know what I'm talking about. Now I understood that war makes people do things that may not al-

ways be what they would ordinarily do, but the things that
went on were terrible. The women of some of these countries would literally prostitute themselves. They would become involved with a soldier just to get a ticket to the
United States," Krauter said.
He added that the men were really no better. Many
times, as soon as the men were home in the United States,
the women would be dumped by the guys and left to fend
for themselves in the streets.
"We fought until we reached North Germany. I was in
North Germany when the war ended in May of '45. After
the war I had planned on staying in the military service.
"I guess I really could do nothing else since I was not a
high school graduate and I had really done most of my maturing in the military. It was what I knew best," he said.
When the war had ended and the reconstruction period
had begun, Krauter stayed in Germany for two more years.
In 1947, he was moved from Germany to Paris and lived
there for three years until he was sent to Taiwan in 1950.
While in Europe, Krauter was able to watch a lot of history being made. He was able to visit East Berlin before
the Wall was built and was in Paris during the formation of
the North Atiantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

"I was sent to Taiwan and then to Korea. In Korea, I
saw a lot of what I saw in World War II, but worse. The
men and women there were basically in every relationship
for themselves. They used each other for their own personal gain. I think I saw this and was disgusted. This is
part of the reason I never got married or even attached to
anyone," he said.
Krauter stayed in the military for nine years and was
planning to stay in for life until 1955 when he received
news that his father was ill. He had always felt that he
should assume some responsibility for his family and left
the military to help him through the illness.
"I stayed in Pennsylvania with my father until he died in
1960. After his death 1 didn't want to go back to the military and realized that I had two G.I. bills from World War
II and Korea. I decided to get my education.
"I went to the University of Pennsylvania and actually
started school as a business major. However, the program
wasn't very good. I decided to major in Political Science.
Don't ask me why — I don't know. It just seemed like a
good idea at the time and now I have centered my life
around it (political science)," Krauter said.
■See Krauter, page 8.
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Study abroad is option for students
by trend* Young
For some, the idea of finally leaving
home is a traumatic thought. Attending a
university out of state may seem too stressful. There are those, however, who make
the decision to leave their home country to
study full time in another nation.
Rashid Zaman. a senior marketing major
from Lahore, Pakistan, said his family and
friends encouraged him to further his education in the United States. "The United
States is recognized all over the world for
business. I felt I could gain more experience here," he said.
Adrean Sia, a junior computer science
major from Kuala l.unpur, Malaysia, also
came to the U.S. because of the country's
lead in his field of study, but added that the
change in climates interested him. "In Malaysia it is like summer all the time," he
said, "there are not seasons. I love the fall
and snow-it is so beautiful, it is a good experience."
Two University students from Hong
Kong, China both came to the University
through previous ties to the United States.
Peggy Pak, a sophomore graphic design
major, studied in North Ridgeville, Ohio as
a high school exchange student She said
her interest in the U.S. culture and the opportunity to continue her studies kept her
in Ohio. She said her host family told her
about the University.
Steven King-Lun, a senior accountanting major from Hong Kong, transferred to
the University from Baptist College in
China. "Here the education system is
lighter," he said. "In Hong Kong the
British system is used-memorizing the
book. There is not much opportunity to
use the techniques learned."
When deciding where to study, KingLun said he wanted a school that was close
to Cleveland, where his sister has been
studying for three years.
Zaman and Sia agreed that the size of
the University was important in the decision. "I looked at different universities in
Texas, Washington state and Arizona before choosing Bowling Green," Zaman

said. "My parents encouraged me to
choose a small city because of the difficulty
that would be involved in adjusting to
American culture in a big city."
"I had been to New York and realized it
was not a place to start in," Sia said. "Ohio
State was too big-Bowling Green looked
like the best place to start"
Even small cities like Bowling Green can
bring its share of culture shock, however.
Zaman said the pace in the U.S. is much
faster than in his homeland. "People in
America are very punctual-you need to
have work done in time. At home people
work slowly," he said.
Zaman also found a cultural difference
in the value Americans put into leisure
time. "In living in a dorm 1 have seen how
most give importance to their private life,"
he said.
Before coming to the U.S., Sia said, he
did not expect people to be as friendly and
helpful as they have been. He was also surprised by the activity level of older Americans. "In my culture women over 50 years
old usually stay home," he said. "I did not
expect to see older women driving cars like
they do."
Zaman said the elderly of Pakistan also
spend most of their time at home and often
rely on their children to care for their
needs. "In my country the old are not
healthy-their children must stay with
them," he said. "Here the elderly are
healthy and live alone. It was a very big
change for me to see this."
Pak said she was first impressed by the
amount of affection shown by Americans.
"When I got off the plane my host family
started hugging and kissing me. People are
much more open with their affections
here," she said.
One aspect of Bowling Creen that all
heartily agreed was a shock was the cold
weather that northwest Ohio offers. All
four said that Bowling Creen is a friendly,
peaceful and beautiful place.
Although Americans have been friendly
to them, all feel that there is sometimes a
problem with people who fear them be-

by Shelley Banki
University students have an opportunity to experience the world through several foreign exchange programs offered by the international programs office.
One comer of the world students can experience is France. With the academic year
abroad in Tours program, students may choose to go for one or two semesters.
During the month of September group members study a language session at the Sorbonne in Paris. While there, students stay in the resident halls.
Following their stay at the Sorbonne, students take classes thru December at the Institut de Touraine in Tours. Group members live with host families during their stay in
Tours.
In addition to studying, students take weekend trips to places of historical and artistic
interest to "give students a holistic view of the entire country," Lenita Locey, assistant
professor of French, said. Included in past excursions were the Normandy Beaches and
12th and 13th century chateaus.
According to Locey, students should take advantage of the opportunity because,
"there is really no other way to learn the language than to go to the country and be
around it"
The program, however, offers more than learning the language. Leslie Chapman, a junior French and Spanish education major who went on the trip last year said, "it was the
best education I have ever had."
To be eligible to attend the acedemic year abroad in Tours, students must have completed French 202 with at least a B.
The cost for the trip is $3,737 for one semester and $7,474 for two semesters. Included
with this fee are tuition, room and board, and limited cultural travel in France.
Students can also experience the cobblestone, fog stained streets of England through a
program where they attend the University of East Anglia in Norwich.
In this one semester program, students take classes about modem Britain where they
study the economic and educational aspect of British society. Students earn 15 credit
hours in this program.
While at the University of East Anglia most students stay in the residence halls, but
some choose the alternative bed and breakfast approach, according to Lisa Rudd, assistant director of International programs. "The bed and breakfast is another option where
students stay with host families rather than staying in the dorms", Rudd said.
Becoming more aware of the world is one of the reasons students decide to attend this
program Rudd said. In addition, she also described the experience as, "very eye-opening
and an excellent way to learn about Europe and even the United States."
The only requirements for the program are a 3.00 g.p.a and second semester sophomore standing at the start of the fall semester.
The cost of the trip is $3,900 for one semester. This fee includes tuition, food allowances, bus passes, field trips, and health insurance.
Any student interested in either program should contact the international programs office for further information.

■See International, page 6.
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Christmas season brings good cheer
T'>^i?ue
>ng in Cheek
by ChriHopher J. Dawton
For those of you who really don't pay attention, or are just too stressed out to notice — it's now Christmas time. I'm sure
everyone has noticed, because the TV is
swamped with Christmas specials, the
radios are crowded with Christmas music,
and college students are buried under term
papers and finals. Depressing, isn't it?
But wait! This is Christinas! It shouldn't
be depressing. Technically, this is supposed to be the most joyous time of the
year. So everyone out there reading this
column (all 12 of you) smile, and be joyful.
So what if finals week is upon us? So what
if you got a partial schedule back with
Bowling as your only class? So what if you
only have $52.36 in your bank account'
If s Christmas time, and it just doesn't matter!
By now, it is rather easy to note that I enjoy this time of the year. I like Christmas,
and I always have. Well, when I was
younger I liked the presents more than the
season, but since all I ever get nowadays is
clothes, I really appreciate the season
more. Of course, after finals are over, I'm
usually left with about nine days to shop
and get into the Christmas spirit
But let us look at those various aspects
of the season that help create the overall
spirit that aura of Christmas that sepa-

rates it from the more mundane holidays.
First off is the religious aspect, the
reason for the season. Sorry, but I am not
going to dwell upon that Next to politics,
religion is the biggest cause of argument
and conflict. Whatever you believe, good
for you, and Merry Christmas, Happy
Hannukah, and Good X-mas, or whatever.
Christmas music also comes to mind as a
major aspect of the holiday. Personally, I
like Christmas music; in fact I have actually gone out and bought a Bing Crosby
Christmas tape. I would have bought a
Christmas music compact disc, but the
thought of paying $ 15.95 for a disc that I'll
only listen to one month out of the year
doesn't appeal to me. I am not going to get
any Christmas albums by rock musicians.
Sorry, but that stuff doesn't do it for me;
I'm a traditionalist. I prefer songs by Bing,
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, and other
assorted sundry artists before I'll listen to
Christmas tunes by Guns 'n' Roses, The
Cure, or Michael Jackson.
Let's talk about Christmas TV, shall we?
I love Christmas TV. Frosty the Snowman,
the Crinch. Charlie Brown, Rudolph, and
the Muppets are a few of my favorite
things. I still think "Santa Claus is Comin'
to Town" is the best show, but I beg to disagree with my neighbors who think I'm a
dead ringer for the young Kris Kringle. So
what if I have red hair and a red beard? I
don't go running around yelling "Ho, Ho,
Ho!" or hang around with elves.
Another thing about Christmas TV is the
incredible repetition. Last year, we got five
channels on our cable-less TV, and I saw
"White Christmas" eight times, and "If s a

Wonderful Life" four times. This year, we
have 36 cable channels. The mind boggles
as to how many times I'll see those movies
this year.
Another aspect of Christinas that I like is
the decorations. Yes, we've decorated our
dorm room. We have a Christmas tree. In
the beginning, it looked quite nice, but
something just wasn't right about it. The
problem was, it looked too damn cute.
We've remedied that by removing all the
nice, cute, and wholesome decorations,
and replacing them with manly decorations. For example, we've found that
beer cans and beer tabs make excellent
decorations. We also have blinking
Christmas lights on our tree, as well as
lights strategically placed around our
room. We're set
Yes, 'tis the season to be jolly. I am, except for the fact that I'm running out of
food coupons and making due with Twinkies. crackers, and beer. Then of course,
I'm getting excited about selling my books
back for hopefully half of what I paid for
them. But other than that I'm chipper and
cheery. I'm looking forward to braving the
crowded shopping centers to find the right
gifts that are going to turn out to be too
expensive, anyway.
I can't wait to gorge myself on food over
the holiday then make a New Year's
resolution to lose weight that I'll never
keep. Most of all, I can't wait for all the
wonderful things about the holidays, such
as getting together with family and friends,
and sharing a lot of happiness with others.
Call me a nut call me a crazy traditionalist but dammit, I love Christmas!
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by Christina Caddcn
The Christian Science Organization is a
group where campus Christian Scientists
can meet others of their faith and share
ideas.
Because the nearest Christian Science
church is in Toledo, the organization may
be the only connection University students
have to other Christian Scientists on a
weekly basis.
Jennifer Boutelle, senior accounting
major and president of the organization,
explained the religious beliefs of Christian
Scientists.
"We're not that different from other religions in that we believe in one god and
read the Bible. The main difference is that
we believe in a more spiritual healing," she
said.
In addition to their weekly meetings, the
group attends regional meetings once a
year to meet with Christian Scientists from
area universities. Boutelle said the weekly
meetings are a good time to get together
and talk.
"It's a good way to solve problems you
may be having at school," she said.
Although the campus Christian Scientists are small in number, Boutelle likes it
that way.
"Because we're such a small group,
everyone is really close," she said.
Meetings are held on Tuesdays at 8:30
pm in the Canal room of the University
Union.
■ ^___
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divorce rate is that as divorce has become
more common, it has also become more
acceptable.
"During our grandparents' generation,
divorce was not the acceptable alternative
it is today. Our ancestors would stay in
lousy marriages rather than get divorced,"
he said.
Weis said he asks students in his classes
who among them would never consider divorce.
"Generally, a couple of people will raise
their hand, but their answers change if I
ask if they would still not consider divorce
if they were in an abusive marriage," he
said.
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Specials for the Christmas season
NEW YORK (AP) - Ah, December.
Time to turn on the television and get set
for those wonderful, warm-hearted holiday
specials.
But whaf s this? Pee-Wee Herman and
Grace Jones? The Brady Bunch with gray
hair? John Denver schmoozing in upscale
Aspen?
It's not that bad, really. Selective viewers
can pick through the junk like so much
wrapping paper to find some gems this
month.
For instance, Jason Robards and Julie
Harris star in "HBO Showcase: The
Christinas Wife," a different kind of
Christmas story about two lonely strangers. And for those who like holidays with
wry, there's "Season's Greetings," a
comedy on the Arts & Entertainment Network written by British playwright Alan
Ayckbourn. On PBS, the King's Singers
from England appear in concert with the
Kansas City Symphony in what promises to
be a very special special.
Here is a list of December holiday fare:
Various times throughout the month:
"The Nutcracker," PBS. The Tchaikovsky
ballet performed by Mikhail Baryshnikov
and the American Ballet Theatre premiered in 1976 and has become a TV classic.
Dec. 10: "The Care Bears' Nutcracker
Suite," The Disney Channel. The Care
Bears go to Toyland to rescue the Sugarplum Fairy. Strictly for those who prefer jelly beans to Christmas dinner.
Dec. 11: "Roots: The Gift," ABC. Louis
Cossett Jr. and LeVar Burton are reunited
as Fiddler and Kunte Kinte for whom
Christmas means a chance for freedom.
Dec. 12: "HBO Showcase: The Christmas Wife." HBO.
Dec. 12: "111 Be Home for Christmas,"
NBC. Eva Marie Saint and Hal Holbrook
star in a wartime drama. Note for shopping
list tissues.

Dec. 13: "Miss Ruby's Southern Holiday
Dinner," PBS. Pearl Bailey, Annie Potts,
Roy Blount Jr. and Craig Claibome join
New York restaurateur Ruth Adams Bronz
of Miss Ruby's Cafe for down-home cooking and conversation.
Dec. 17: "Bob Hope's Jolly Christmas
Show With the All-America Champs,"
NBC. Hope's annual holiday special, this
time from Florida and featuring the usual
oddball array of guests: Dolly Parton, Don
Johnson, Olympic gold medalist Florence
Griffith Joyner, Dodgers pitcher Orel Hershiser and The Associated Press AllAmerica Football team.
Let it wash over you, or try going out.
Dec. 18: "A Very Brady Christmas,"
CBS. Reunites the family that has achieved
cult status in syndicated reruns. Snap out
of it! Go caroling, knit a sweater, take food
to the homeless.
Dec. 19: "The Little Match Girt," NBC.
A repeat of last year's surprisingly good
movie starring Keshia Knight Pulliam
("The Cosby Show") in the title role.
Dec. 19: "Christmas in Aspen." CBS.
John Denver is host. Watch it from the
BMW, dahling.
Dec. 20: "Frosty the Snowman," CBS.
The 1969 animated perennial, narrated by
Jimmy Durante. Followed by "How the
Clinch Stole Christmas," first broadcast in
1966, a Dr. Seuss classic narrated by Boris
Karloff,
Dec. 21: "Pee-Wee's Playhouse Christmas Special," CBS. Pee-Wee Herman gets
his own one-hour special. Celebrity guests
who visit the playhouse include Grace
Jones, Joan Rivers, Charo, Oprah Winfrey,
k.d. lang and Dinah Shore, among others.
Be hip or have headache remedies ready.
Dec. 21: "Christmas in Washington,"
NBC. James Stewart is host of this holiday
musk special, featuring soprano Kathleen
Battle.
Dec. 21: "A Child's Christmas in

Wales," PBS. A repeat of the lovely 1987
film of the Dylan Thomas recollection.
Dec. 22: "A Very Special Christmas
Party," ABC. Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Danny De Vito, Barbara Mandrell, Mike
Tyson and members of the Kennedy family
celebrate Christmas with retarded children
who participate in Special Olympics.
Dec. 22: "A Christmas Carol," CBS. A
repeat of the 1984 all-star production.
George C. Scott as Ebeneezer Scrooge.
Edward Woodward, David Warner and Susannah York co-star.
Dec. 22: "Season's Greetings," Arts &
Entertainment Network.
Dec. 23: "The King's Singers' Holiday
Special with the Kansas City Symphony,"
PBS. Selections range from Bach's "Oratorio" to "We Wish You a Merry Christmas."
Dec. 23: "Season's Greetings: An Evening With John Williams and the Boston
Pops Orchestra," NBC. A musical special
featuring Andy Williams, John Candy,
Robert Flack and Reba McEntjre.
Dec. 23: "One Magic Christmas," NBC,
starring Mary Steenburgen and Harry
Dean Stanton. A young mother regains her
faith thanks to her daughter and an angel.
Harry Dean Stanton as a Christmas angel?
Dec. 25: "The Gift of Love: A Christmas
Story," CBS. A repeat. A woman whose life
seems to be crumbling dreams about simpler childhood days in New England. Lee
Remick and Angela Lansbury.
Dec. 25: "Christmas Snow," NBC. A repeat A widow (Katherine Helmond) and
her adopted children race eviction because
of a mean landlord (Sid Caesar).

Couple answers
letters for Santa
CHRISTMAS. Fla. (AP) - Jack and Alice
James believe in the magic of Christmas.
The thousands of letters to Santa Claus
that come into this little central Florida
community each year are personally answered by the couple with postcards that
bear the simple message: "Lots of love,
Santa."
For the past two decades, the Jameses
have mailed out the handwritten postcards
on a scale that even Santa Claus would
admire. They expect to send out around
2,000 this season, at a cost of $300 for
postage alone.
"We love Christinas, and we have a great
time reading the letters," said Alice James,
61.
Because the U.S. Postal Service lets
each post office make its own arrangements for Santa mail, many of the letters
are simply routed to this community between Orlando and the Kennedy Space
Center that thrives on its name.
The couple say there is nothing like getting a thank-you note for Santa, or hearing
about a child who treasures his Santa
postcard like a 2-year-old did last year.
"His mother said that from the moment
he got it he slept with it. He held onto it
all day. By the time Christmas got there,
his Santa postcard was a mess," said Mrs.
James, laughing.
"That's what makes it all worthwhile."
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MADD to hold ceremony
by Roger lltchoff

In honor of the end of the year holidays, when most alcohol related accidents occur,
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers will hold a special ceremony this weekend to honor those
who have died or have been injured in alcohol-related crashes.
According to Pat Carson, assistant to the president of the Lucas County chapter of
MADD, a person is killed every 23 minutes by a drunk driver. He also added that last year
alone 8,000 16 to 24 year old Ohioans were killed and another 40.000 injured in alcohol
related accidents.
A report by the National Commission Against Drunk Driving (NCADD) concluded that
adolescents 16 to 20 years old are twice as likely to die in an alcohol-related crash as
those over 21. Mothers Against Drunk Drivers classified alcohol-related collisons as crashes rather than accidents because they can be prevented by not drinking and driving.
But, according to the report teenagers are not the only victims.
In 1987 they caused 22 percent of all alcohol-related collisions.
Carson said these numbers are high because alcohol is socially acceptable among
teenagers.
"They feel that it's alright to get drunk every now and then," he said. The NCADD
blames alcohol advertisements for the large number of young drinkers. According to
their report, "with near unanimity, the youths themselves declared that advertising encourages adolescents to drink."
Carson said although youths drink, fatal collisions could sail be prevented.
What's sad is that such crashes could be avoided, and many people would not lose
their lives if people just wouldn't drink and drive," he said.
The annual Candlelight Vigil of Remembrance will be held Sunday Dec. 11 from 7 to 9
p.m. at My Brother's Place, 216 Adams St in Toledo.

International
■(Continued from page 3)
cause they are different.
"American students should try to introduce themselves to international students," Zaman said, "so we can understand each other and see that we are not
from different planets." Zaman said that it
is important that Americans try to become
friends with international students to help
them face the cultural problems that
abound.
Sia said there is a lack of good communication between American and foreign students. "It is in the American people's
background-they do not learn about other
cultures," he said.
After completing their studies, each
must decide whether or not to stay in the
United States. King-Lun said he plans to
work in the U.S. for at least one year before returning to China. "The salary is better here and the experience I get will help
me get a better job at home," he said.
For Sia, the U.S. will most likely be
where he stays. "I plan to stay in the

United States," he said. "My parents encouraged me to stay because of the job opportunities and I may work for a master's
degree."
Zaman said he plans to apply for a
master's in business administration, but is
not sure whether he will remain in the U.S.
or move to Europe.
Pak said her plans are not definite and
will continue to study for her bachelor's
degree at the University.
The message these students would like
to leave for the students of Bowling Green
was summed up by Pak and King-Lun.
"It's okay to talk to us-we can be very
close friends."

ELEGANT PASSAGE PRESENTS
ALL
HAND
MADE

SWEATERS !
* WHOLESALE PRICES *

ioo%
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SWEATERS; OVER 15 STYLES. WE ARE A MOTHER-DAUGHTER COMPANY
COMMITTED TO PROVIDING A HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT FOR A COLLEGE
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PERIOD. WE EVEN PUT OUR PHONE NUMBER ON THE LABEL.
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Feelies get good review with
latest release Only Life
Music Review
by Frank Espo»ito
Pop music is neither a shy nor a tasteful
medium these days. Everything's gotta be
LOUD. You can't escape this tidal wave of
excess. On the negative side, there's OBNOXIOUS glam-metal guitar solos (Whitesnake, Stryper) and BLARING horn solos
on cheap singles by 40-year-olds (Huey
Lewis & the News). On the positive side,
there's the ROARING guitar sound of
quality postpunk (The Replacements, the
Pixies) and the BLUDGEONING rhythm of
rap (Public Enemy, Eric B & Rakim).
Somewhere in between dwells a guitaroriented band called the Feelies, who may
have put together 1988s most tasteful LP
in their latest release, Only Life.
"it's Only Life" ignites the album's slow
bum. Its bright bouncing guitar jangle
provides a stark counterpoint to the rumbling Jim Morrison/Ric Ocasek sound of
its vocals and the isolationist tone ("Close
all your windows'And hide away/It's only
life") erf its lyrics.
Guitars are at the root of most of the
cuts here, with several moods being dictated by subtle chordings and tempos. An
anguished solo makes "Higher Ground"
work as a plaintive lament for a lost love

("With you there...in my dreams...by my
side") while a frenetic string attack captures the all-encompassing day-to-day whirl
of 'Too Far Gone" ("Oh, oh yeah/Ready
to go/Oh, oh yeah/Already gone").
The Feelies also cop the occasional riff.
but with good intention. Living Colour's
"Broken Hearts" riff aids "Too Much" in
its account of overwhelming responsibility.
Jimi Hendrix' "Third Stone From The
Sun" pops up on "Deep Fascination" and
a "Bonanza"-style riff rescues "What Goes
On."
The Feelies' guitar slingers slip into a jangle rut occasionally ("The Final Word,"
"Deep Fascination") but on one occasion,
they find a strange way to crawl out of it
On "For A Awhile," a rough postpunk
chorus whips crawling jangle to a rollicking
climax. That these ruts don't seriously mar
the album is a tribute to how well these
guys can walk the tightrope between controlled aggression and predictability. Not a
piece of cake.
The official gonzo-bizarro cut this time
'round is "The Undertow." A percolating
Mr. Coffee beat introduces a warped case
of a cowboy ditty gone awry. Acoustic
speed-riffs support this anti-western that
chronicles the difficulties of holding on to
true love.
Only Life is a rarity among pop albums
in that it successfully locates a happy medium. Its songs fall short of being the
soundtrack to a military coup, but there's
not a beer commercial in the bunch.
And for that fact alone, we should all be
eternally grateful.
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Friday
Musical Chairs Contest
win fantastic prizes!

Saturday
SURFER GIRL CONTEST
Strut your stuff
fa great cash & prizes!
Open til 4 a.m.
CHECK OUT OUR NEW UGHT SHOW

25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254
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Murray updates Scrooge
LOS ANGELES (AP) - When the nistory of American entertainment in the 1970s and
'80s is written, a hefty chapter will be required for "Saturday Night Live."
NBC's off-the-wall comedy series has produced almost as many stars as did vaudeville
in an earlier era, including: John Belushi, Chevy Chase, Dan Aykroyd, Bill Murray, Cilda
Radner. Jane Curtin, Albert Brooks, Laraine Newman, Joe Piscopo, Eddie Murphy, Brad
Hall, Jim Belushi, Billy Crystal, Christopher Guest Rich Hall and Martin Short
Murray has warm memories of his service (1977-80) with the Not Ready for Prime Time
Players:
'The most fun we had was when it was just us. After 6 o'clock on Friday night everyone would leave the building (RCA in Rockefeller Plaza, New York). We wouldn't have
hangers-on or guests or visitors. It would just be the actors and the crew.
Many orthe tricks Murray learned on "Saturday Night Live" can be viewed in
"Scrooged," new from Paramount Pictures. It's an update of "A Christmas Carol" with
Murray as a TV network boss who would make Scrooge seem like Mother Teresa. Most of
the critics didn't enjoy the movie, but the public did. The first weekend take was a big
$13 million on 1,262 screens.
Why another version of Dickens' oft-told tale?
"The incentive was to make a funny version of 'A Christmas Carol,' to give it a modern
look and a 1980s social conscience,'' Murray said. "Besides I wanted to work. I like to
work. I'm a better person when I work. It was better that I get a job; 1 was deteriorating
rapidly."
Of course, one never knows how seriously to take Murray's remarks. It is true that he
took a long breather after the megahit "Ghostbusters" and his dramatic mishap, "The
Razor's Edge."
Murray grew up in a funny family in Wilmette, III., near Chicago. He was the middle of
nine children who, according to family legend, vied for the attention of their father, a
lumber salesman with a rare sense of humor. He continued trying to make his fellow students laugh while attending a Jesuit school. After a brief stint at a pre-med school in
Denver, he drifted back to Chicago.
His older brother, Brian, had joined Second City, the improvisational comedy troupe
that included John Belushi and Harold Ramis. Murray studied at the company's workshop, then replaced Belushi who moved on to New York. The Murray brothers and
Ramis followed soon afterward. Then came the explosion of "Saturday Night Live."
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Krauter
■(Continued from page 2)
He received his Bachelor's degree from the
University of Pennsylvania, his Master's
degree from the University of Missouri and
his doctorate from the University of Illinois. All of his degrees are in Political Science.
"1 spent a year in Canada when I graduated from Illinois. I taught at Laval University and spent some time in Dalhousie and
Nova Scotia. I went to Canada because my
specializations in Political Science are
Canadian and the Soviet I got a job with
Bowling Green State University in 1968, so
this department has been putting up with
me for a long time," Krauter said.
As well as living in Canada, Krauter has
visited the Soviet Union six times for recreational and research purposes. He said
that while he was a tourist he had a hard
time enjoying the trip. He said that he had
difficulty staying with the tour group.
"Well, when you go on a tour group, you
have to stay with the guide at all times. If
he decides that at 3:00 the group is going
to see the Kremlin, then that is what you
do at 3:00.1 had a hard time with this because I don't like to have a schedule all the
time. Maybe i would have liked to take a
walk at 3:00 instead," Krauter said.
Since the visit with the tour group,

Krauter has been to the Soviet Union on
his own for research purposes.
"I much prefer to go on my own. When
you are serious about studying a country,
you really have to go on your own. Not that
you're allowed to go run amuck in the Soviet Union, i always felt that I had a guardian angel looking over my shoulder.
"The first few times I did go there I knew
that the country had to watch me. They
can't afford to trust anyone, much less
Americans. Also this was during the height
of the Cold War. However, I felt safer in
the U.S.S.R. than I do in certain parts of
the United States. I felt safer walking the
streets of Moscow at night than walking
the streets of Cleveland," Krauter said.
He said that there were many differences
in lifestyle over in the Soviet Union from
the United States.
"One thing I learned rather quickly is
that they don't like you if you have a
camera. You have to be careful of carrying
a camera; sometimes the officials can take
them away. Now if I want a picture of
something, I buy a postcard.
"Also, very few people have cars. I
stayed in many of the provinces of the Soviet Union and sometimes it was with families or sometimes in a hotel. Once, I stayed
in the dormitories at Moscow University
while I was studying there. If I wanted to go
somewhere, though, I took a train or a
propeller-driven plane," he said.

Krauter said that he has made many
friends all over the world, but that he never
had the time to settle down and start a family.
"I'm what you would call a bachelor.
Who the hell would put up with me? The
time to get married is when you are young.
I was young when I was in the army and
what I saw of relationships there — I didn't
like. It sickens a person to see people treat
each other that way, so maybe I got turned
off to relationships then.

have so much," Krauter said.
The drive from Vermilion to Bowling
Green everyday can be tiresome but
Krauter said that he doesn't mind. He decided not to live in Bowling Green because
of the attitude there. He likes the University, but not the town, claiming that the
merchants here are only after a buck.
He added that although he does not see
money as the most important thing in a
person's life and while he does do much of
his research on the Soviet Union, he is
conservative politically.

"When I got back to the States. I helped
take care of my father and then went
straight to school. I didn't have time for a
relationship then because I wanted to get
through school. I did it all in 7 years. The
hard work payed off for my career, but the
res«h is — I'm single," he said.

"Sometimes people get the idea that all
Political Science professors are liberal. I
think that is more because of the times
rather than the profession. I started as a
conservative and now I'm more middleof-the-road. When I vote, I never vote a
straight ticket. I vote the man, not the
He added," It doesn't bother me. I'm not party.
lonesome or sad. I have many friends and I
"However, I have never been a Commulive on a farm in Vermilion, so that keeps
nist, even if I do study it 1 have been to the
me busy."
Soviet Union too many times to be Com"I've been all over the world, but some of munist If you ever want a cure for Comthe best people I have ever met have been
munism — go to the Soviet Union. You'll
farmers. I have lived next to a farming fam- realize you are to live in the United
States," Krauter said.
ily for 16 years and I have watched them
work on that farm. The farm is their life
and even though they are so simple, they
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Simoni Simon

West 57th

11:00
News

Empty Nest

Hunter

Sentimental Swing: The Music of Tommy Dorsey
Movie

11:30

12:00
Spit. Image

News

Saturday MgM Uve

DC Fottae

WWF Wrestling Chaienge

Peter, Paul and Mary Holiday Conceit

Grow Rich

Am*! dty Limits

"Going My Way"

Sign-Oil
Star Trek: Next Gener.

Nightmare on Elm St

Reporters

Star Search

tWS-H

Mama: "Brtan'i Song"

s

SportaCtr.

Beyond Tomorrow

|cotege Baaketbefl: Louisiana Stale at Florida

Wrestkng

Movie: "Murder In Coweta County"

Cotege Paiketbst. Lafayette at Onto State

American Flyers"

12:30

Movie: "CoU Turkey"
News

Newt

Battle of the Network Stars

A Disney Christmas Gift

Young Univ.

■-

woodwrlgnt

GokJen Girls

5:30

NFL Footbal: Philadelphia Eagles at Phoenix Cardinals

NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leafs

Wonder

5:00

Coeege Basketball: Nevada-Las Vegaa at Arizona

Cotegt OnkKbet Detroit at Toledo

War of the Worlds

4:30

College Basketball: Kansas vs. Temple

Manhunt

8:30
JMiranoa

ABC News

Lamer a Loewe/Broadway Lawrence We* Show

NFL Today

PGA Golf: Team Invitational

NlA* -toWB

Hoopermen

4:00

NFL Football: Philadelphia Eagles at Phoenix Cardinals

Sportsweekend

Program Success

Movie: "Circus of Fear"

Twin Star

Mama

Kingdom

3:30
NFL Today

Movie: "The Art of Love"

Nam

ESPH Catl. Bowl: Fresno St vt. W. Mich.

TMC

7:30
Weekend

3:00

Driver's Seat Sportsweekend

Movie: "Broadway Danny Rose"

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
New*
O NFL Football

2:30

Snow White Christmas

Cotega Daaketiel: Seton Hal at St. John

aversion

JMovie: "Fatal Attraction'

Friday the 13*1

Goff: Work) Cup
Movie: "Forbidden Work)"

VIDEO SPECTRUM
-e V»^

JJ*

s^

'Typesetting

B.G.'s Largest Video Superstore

0

Word Processing
* Screen Printing
0
Trophies • Plaques
Wedding Stationery ° Flyers
0
Raffle Tickets ■ Booklets
• Photocopies 5t • Programs
' Brochures • Envelopes
' Labels ° Postcards
° Ad Specialties ° Business Cards ° Posters

J4„

m
Y2'."w"oTT"any"~

^A/olula*

117 EAST COURT STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402

>

Hours 9:30-5:30 Monday-Friday
Phone (419) 352-4068

m

•one service with}
this coupon
expires 12/17/88

CD*

This WMIC: Three movies for $5.00

i

Also for rent: Nintendo Games
and Action Sets.
Close to Campus

Over 9,500 movies
available

353-WAVE g
135 1/2

E.

COURT

•"•*

112 E. WMMBftOB

352-4171

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
12:00
12:30
11:00
11:30
NFL Today
O Neighbor Sisk/EDert Sokel
O Gardener Best Nn Meeting Place

o
IB
•
•
O

o

•
am
TMC

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

Canada

Hymn Sing

NFL Today

NFL Football: Detroit Lions at Chicago Bears

GokJ

NFL Live

NFL Footbel: Regional Coverage

Clo$e-Up

Bus. World

WalSt.

Encore Performances

Mesa
David BrtiWey

Tony Brown

Market

Adam Smith

Runaway

Cousteau s Rediscovery

Public People

|Jazz

Editors

Lite Matters

CE News

One on One

SientMouse

WWF Wrestling Challenge

Star Trek: Next Generation Movie: "Support Your Local Gunfiohasr

| Jeeeye Norman's Christmas Symphony
Movie: "An Annapolis Story

Horse Show: World Championship

Blizzard

Movie: "Slither"
S.sk/Ebert

Movie: "Angel In My PockM"

5:30

NFL Football: Saints at 4Sers

Twin Star

Movie: "Babes In Toytand"

| Movie: 'Red Son|a'

5:00

Ever Lean

Omo Riders

NFLGameday

4:30

[Baldness

WondaWorkt Cont'd

Jjmpn Jeck Flash"

4:00

NFL Football: Saints at 49srs
Elephant

TBA

Shut-ins

3:30

Showcase

JayEck

World Tom

3:00

NFL Football: Detroit Lions at Chicago Bears

G MhM

Reporter

11
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DECEMBER 11,1988

Munsters
Movie:

McLaughlin

Movie: "It's a Wonderful Ute"
Charles

Out of Work) My Secret

Knute Rockne - All American

PGA Got): Team Invitational Final Round

| Movie: "Trie Hotel New Hampshire-

Superboy

Rich 4 Famous

Rodeo: National Finals, final day
| Movie: "The Lady In Red"

| Movie: "Night Shift

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
O
O

o
0
0

7:30

7:00

6:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

NFL Football

60 Monies

KatetAKe

Love in a Cold Climate

Moppets Christmas

Anne Murray Christmas

National Geographic

Na Footbel

60 Minutes

Kate&Ahe

Murphy B

Movie: "Glory Days"

Day by Day

10:00

10:30

Movie: "Glory Days"
Venture

11:00

11:30

12:00

Siskel

USA Today

News

Sports Zone

"Look Back In Darkness"

News

Movie: "Intimate Strangers''

Magical World of Disney

Family T»s

Movie: "Spies Like Us"

News

Entertainment This Week

Incredible Sunday

Misswn: Impossible

Movie: "Roots: The Gift-

Siskei

Twin Star

m

Xmas On Sesame Street

A Colonial Christmas

Nature

Mormon Tabernacle Choir

©

"Its a Wonderful Life-

Leo Buscagka

Xmas Luciano PavarotU

Pete-. Paul and ilary Holiday Concert

Star Trek: Next Ganer.

21 Jump Street

Rock N' Re* Christmas

Wanted

Marrieo

Duet

Star Trek

21 Jump Street

Rock 'N' Rol Christmas

Wanted

Married

Duet

World Cup Skiing

NFLPnmetJme

NFL Footbel: Denver Broncos at Oeattle Ssantwks

o
m
am

TMC "Night Shift" Cont'd

Movie "Fatal Attraction

Luciano Pavaron

Sign-Ofl

Mormon Tabernacle Choir

Sign-Off

Easy to Ki

Beauty

Discover

Twin Star

Scratch

M-A"S-H

Kenneth Copeland

SportsCenter
MOVIS.

Trapper

The Doctor Is In

South American Journey

Movie: "Red Sonja"

12:30

News

Star Search

News

TBA

Murphy B.

700Ckib

NFL RMMRRf

CTOtS VStYSt

DECEMBER 12,1988
MONDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
CBS News
O News

o
o
o
9
19

a
o
s>

News Cont d
N6W3

CDS News

7:30
USA Today

8:00

8:30

9:00

Newhart

Kale S Ail*

Murphy B.

9:30
Design. W.

Monitor

Danger Bay

ABOABD

DeGrassi

Smileys People

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Newhart

Kale 4 All*

Murphy B.

Hogans

Design W

10:00

10:30

Almost Grown

11:00
News

Journal
Almost Grown

11:30
Taxi

12:00
Jeflersons

12:30
Benson

nrSWS

Movie: "Custar of the Wast"

rtSWt

Magnum. P.I.

Nsws

Tonight Show

News

NDO

Ent Tonight

Cheers

ALF

Wipeout

ABC News

After

FamityFeud

MacGyver

NFL Football: Cleveland Browns al Miami Dolphins

GED-TV

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Scenes From La Boheme

First Eden

Carols lor Christmas

OH Busln

EaslEnoers

Show

Carols for Christmas

Towers

Business

Sign-Off

B. MHIer

Morton Downey Jr

Jeffersons

Sanford

FalGuy

Tractor Pus

SportsCtr.

History of Pro Footbel

fMWsf

Movie: T'l Be Home for Christmas''

MacNed/Lehrer Newshour

Wonderful World of Disney Scenes From La Boheme

First Eden

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

Movie: "That Was Then... This is Now"

Spoons

ESPN SportsLook

H s Heroes

Rocklord Files

Facts of Ufe Family Ties

New Beaver

Movie: "Just the Way You Are"

Soortraits

NR

SportsCtr

TMC Movie: "Over the Brooklyn Bridge

All you do to make
your hair look
beautiful - from hot
rollers to daily
brushing - takes
away vital elements.
The Matrix system of
hair care replaces
those el el men ts . . .
' every time you
shampoo, condition
and style. Leaving
your hair shinier,
stronger, healthier.
Let us prescribe the
perfect hair care
plan for you. Call
today I

315 E. Wssstcr

NFL Trivia

354-1477

Hmooner

College Basketball: Temple al Si Josephs

Movie "Walker"

Perfect hair starts here.

HAIR E, CANARY

Na

News

Movie: "Ferns Busker's Day Off"

FALCON HOUSE

Letterman
News

Ne]MN

Bonny HH

Movie: Terminal Entry"

B.G. Elks

Sporting Goods

Fall Lunch Specials

"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters In B.G."

starting at

"TOE-CHRISTMAS SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS
BGSU Brown Jackets $39.95
(lettering additional)
Indiana at Tiger apparel 20% off
Ohio State/Michigan apparel 20% off
BGSU Sportswear 25% off
Do your Christmas Shopping at the
Falcon House for the active parson
'
on your list.

Our dining room is open to the
public daily Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. -1:30 p.m.

123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610
Acroaa from Huntinnton Bank
Daily 10-9 Sat. 10-9:00 Sun 12-5

%

K ♦WSI*

$2.75
Banquet catering available for
Office Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets,
stc

Call 352-2149

TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
7:00
6:30

o
o
a
a

CBS News

News

7:30
USA Today

8:30

8:00

9:00

Movie: "Promise"

The Rovers

Bless Me

fifth estate

Market PI.

Fortune

Jeopardy1

TV 101

Movie:

rwW9

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Mattock

Wipeout

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Butt?

&
GD
©
69
am

GED-TV

Business

TUC

Movie: "The Amazing Mr Blunden"

9

9:30

TV 101

CBS News

News Cont'd
News

12
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DECEMBER 13,1988

Roseanne

10:00

10:30

11:00
rWW$

Man Alive

Journal

Promise''

11:30

12:00

Taxi

Jelfersons

News

Movie: "The Hanged Man'"

News

Magnum, P.I.

In the Heat ol the Night

Midnight Caller

News

Beat of Carson

Moonlighting

thirtysomething

News

Nrghtline

"Death Duel of Kung Fu"

Letterman

Nova

American Experience

Ruby's Holiday

BG Forum

EastEnders

Show

MacNeil/Lehrei Newshour

Wonderful World ol Disney Nova

American Experience

American Experience

Try Times

Business

D. Shadow

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

Studs Lonigan

B. Miller

Morton Downey Jr.

Spoons

Facts of Life RM iy Ties

New Beaver Movie: "A Christmas Story"

JerTCfSOnS

Sanford

Fal Guy

SporlsLoc*

Star shot

Sports

Lighter Side

SportsCtr.

Auto Racing

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

SportsCtr.

H s Heroes

Rockford Files

Hmooner

News
Top Rank Boxing: From Atlantic City, NJ.

Muscle Magazine

12:30
Benson

Movie

Movie: "Remote Control"

The Lords ol Discipline

Benny Hill

Ski World

Movie: "Tough Guys Don't Dance"

DECEMBER 14,1988
WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
CBS News
O News

a

7:30
USA Today

8:00

8:30

Ch Brown

Annie M.

9:00

9:30

Equalizer

Front Page

Best Years

Nature ol Things

New Avengers

CD
CD
SI

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Ch. Brown

Equalizer

News

NBC News

Ent. Tjrught

Cheers

Unsolved Mysteries

Night Coun

Wipeoul

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Free To Be ... A Family

Wonder

ffl

GED-TV

Business

69
O
CB

News Cont'd

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Annie M

10:00

10:30

Wiseguy
Journal

11:00

11:30

12:00

News

Taxi

NflWS

Movie: "Trapped"

Jelfersons

Wiseguy

News

Magnum, P.I.

Baby Boom

Tattinger's

News

Tonight Show

Hooperman

China Beach

News

Nightlme

"Devil's Nightmare-

Letterman

The Mind

M. Russell

Keith Jarrett: Standards

EastEnders

Show

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wonderful World of Disney The Mind

M. Russell

Keith Jarrett Standards

Business

Sign-Off

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

Spoons

MM

SportsLook

TMC

Movie:

H s Heroes

Rockford Files

Studs Lonigan

Facts ot Lite Family Ties

Nt-w Beaver

Cko Awards

Celebrate the Miracles

NBA Today

College Basketball: Nebraska it Onto SUM

SportsCtr

The Conversation''

Hmooner

News

B Miller

Morton Downey Jr.

Jelfersons

Sanford

College Basketball: Auburn at VanderNt

Movie: "My Demon Lover"

12:30
Benson

Movie

Benny Hi

Fall Guy

SportsCtr

Cry Freedom

Motorcycles
1 WnOVw'.

Motorweek

tMJtnOS

DECEMBER 15,1988
THURSDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

e
e
o
o
S
m
m
o

Newt

USA Today

8:00

8:30

,8 Hours

9:00

Road

Way We Are Game, Sit and Match

Sprt image

Fortune

Jeopardy'

48 Hours

Paradise

Cheers

Cosby Show Dif. World

Cheers

Family Feud

Kwghtwetch

Dynasty
Animals
Wild Am.

lews

wBC w*s

Ent Tonignt

Wipeout

AWs N0W5

Affair

GED-TV

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

WHd Am.

9:30
cooco

LA. Law

News

Tonight Show

News Sod: Kids at Rk*

News

^ghtane

'Tht Second Women''

Mystery!

South American Journey

Time Out

EastEnders

Show

Mystery!

Hotywood

Try Times

Business

Sign-Ofl

B. M*er

Morton Downey Jr.

Jeftersons

Sanford

WKRP

Spoons

Facts of Lite Family Ties

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Cleveland Cavaliers

am

>portsLook

Muscle Mag. SporHCtr.

Drag Boating: Fai Nail

TMC

Movie: "Evil Under the Sun"

Newt

Coiege Basketball: SW Missouri St. at Wichita St.

Racing: ProS lock Shoot

Movie: "Nomads"

<c

&

353-1045

Hmooner

Benny Hi"

Fan Guy

SportsCtr
Movie

Letterman

Auto Racing: Bap 1000

Summer School"

\8keoifatomg*mmH%

Merry Christmas

428 E. Wooster

Studs Lonigan

Movie: "A Man In Love"

Happy New Vear
From Cveryone at
The Flouierhouse

12:30
Benson

Magnum. PI

Gat Smart

*

12:00
Jeftortons

Movie: "Lieutenant Schuster! Wife"

Batman

©

11:30
Taxi

Ntws

Dear John

Journal

11:00
News
News

Wonderful World ot Dttney Old House

Rockford Files

10:30

Knots Landing

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

H.'s Heroes

10:00
Knots Landing

Paradise

CBS News

News Cont'd
iews

7:30

CBS News

NATALIE

.*V.., Mm, mmdJbH9m^mm
)

20% Off

perms, highlighting,
manicures, make-up demos,
and haircuts

OKEDKEN

Matrix
Sebastian

Paul Mitchell
M€*US

This coupon to be used with Natalie
expires 12/16/88

352-4101-181 S. Main Downtown B.G. 352-4143

